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1DCEB, Kurnool X - Class SOCIAL STUDIES

Model Paper
SOCIAL STUDIES - Paper  - I

(English Medium)

Class : X                  (Max. Marks : 50)                       Time : 2.45 Mts.

Instructions :

1) 15 minutes are allotted for  reading the seperate the question paper  in addition to 2.30

hours for  wr iting the answers.

2) All answers should be wr itten in the seperate answer  booklet.

3) There are four  sections in the questions.

4) There is internal choice in section - IV

5) Wr ite answers should be visible and legible.

SECTION - I 12 x 1
2  = 6

Note : 1) Answer  all the questions.

2) Each question carr ies 1
2  mark.

1. Describe the deccan plateau.

2. Name of the two volcanic mountains of India.

3. Name the lakes that are in East Coastal Plain.

1. Kolleru 2. Chilka 3. ?

4. Based on the relationship between the information in the first pair. Completed the second pair.

Kudankulam : Tamil Nadu : : Pratapgad : ?

5. What is the theme of silent spring.

A) More uses of borewells impacts

B) Impacts of Nuclear bombs

C) Impact on birds and human beings of spraying DDT.

D) Nomadic communities that are on the verge of disappearing.

6. Which gas is more powerful than carbon dioxide as green house gas ?

7. Importance of agriculture sector in India.

8. Consider the following statements.

i) Literacy rate means measures the percentage of literate population in the 7 years and

above age group.

ii) Sex ratio is the number of females per 1000 males in the population.

Which of the above statements is correct ?

A) (i) only B) ii) only C) Both (i) and (ii) D) None of these
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9. Give an example for hill station.

10. Contribution of organised and unorganised sectors.

Contr ibution (% of total)

Sector Employment     Gross Domestic Product

Organised 8 50

Unorganised 92 50

Total 100 100

What is reason for low employment in organised sector.

11. What two types of Assistance does the world bank.

12. What factors influence fertility rate ?

SECTION - I I 8 x 1 = 8

Note : 1) Answer  all questions.

2) Each question carr ies one mark.

13. What is the lagoons ?

14. Is the ratio from 1951 to 2011 increasing or decreasing ? Justify your answer.

15. Peninsular plateau. Ghats and hills.

i) North boarder of deccan plateau

ii) Which river of Infia flows in rift valley ?
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16. Expand IPCC.

17. What are the causes of forest degradation ?

18. Is there a strong boy preference in your area.

19. What is 'sink function' ?

20. Which technology is mostly used in globalisation and how ?
SECTION - I I I 8 x 2 = 16

Note : 1) Answer  all questions.

2) Each question carr ies 2 marks.

21. What do you understand by underemployment ? Explain with an example each from the urban
and rural areas.

22. What benefits do you find out with the over population in India ?

23. How does rural to urban migration increase the purchasing power of people in rural areas ?

24. How did human life style change with settlement ?

25. Hyderabad 17.4o N, 78.5oE Rainfall of temperature.

Observe the following climograph and answer the following questions.

1. Which month received highest rainfall ?

2. Which months experience highest and lowest temperature ?

3. Why is the maximum amount of rainfall between june and october ?

4. Why is the temperature high between march and may ?

26. Why do so many families of farmers cultivate such small plots of and

27. How would it help if there was a Government river basin authority for overall planning of

water use ?

28. Globalisation will continue in the future. Can you imagine what the world would be like twenty

years from now ? Give reasons for your answer.
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SECTION - IV 5 x 4 = 20

Note : 1) Answer  all questions.

2) Answer  anyone from internal choice of each questions.

3) Each question carr ies 4 marks.

29. a) Plateau regions in India do not support agriculture as much as the plain regions. What are
the reasons for this ?

                                                    (Or)

b) Write a paragraph on your nation of what India should do, or achieve, to be become a
developed country.

30. a) According to the census of 2011, a person aged 7 years and above who can read and write
with understanding in any language, is treated as literate. Literacy is a key for socio economic
progress.

At Independence in 1947, 12% of the population was literate. In 2001 it was 64.84%. It
grew to 74.04% by2011. However, the 2011 census shows that there is a wide disparity in
literacy rates for men 82.14% and women 65.46% literacy rate.

*  By studying the above paragraphs, describe the literacy scenario in India and describe whether
the literacy helps in development ?

                                                    (Or)

b) "Water a natural resource for production, particularly agricultural productio," now requires
greater capital for its use." Can you explain the statement.

31. a) The following table shows the percentage of workers employed in different sectors in India
in 1972-73 and in 2009-2010, ie, after 37 years.

Year Agr iculture Industry Services

1972-73 74% 11% 15%

2009-10 53% 22% 25%

i) What are the major changes that you observe from the above table.

ii) From what you have read before, discuss what could be some of the reasons for these
changes.

                                                    (Or)

b) Study the following pie diagram carefully and answer the following questions.

i) What is the reason for that the other's migration is in very less in number ?

SC
19%

S.T.
23%

OBC
40%

others
18%
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ii) Out of total migrants what is the percent of sc's migrate ?

iii) Expand OBC.

iv) Main causes of migration.

32. a) Elsewhere we read what may be development for one may be destructive for others. The

setting of SEZs has been opposed by some people in India.

Find out who are these people and why are they opposing it.

                                                    (Or)

b) For the tribal people livelihoodm cultural practices and social recations  are deeply connected

to the local envirorment can you explain.

33. a) Mark the following on the outline map of India.

a) Which state of sunderbans

b) The strait separating srilank from India.

C) Highest mountain peak in the western ghats.

D) Rich mineral resources plateau is

                                                    (Or)

b) a) Ladakh

b) Rann of kutch

c) Narcondam volcano mountain

d) Khasi of garo hills
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MODEL PAPER
SOCIAL STUDIES - Paper - II

(English Medium)

Class : X (Max. Marks : 50) Time : 2.45 Mts.

Instructions :

1. This Question paper  contains only ONE par t.

2. 15 minutes are allotted for  reading the question paper  in addition to 2.30 hours
for  wr iting the answers.

3. All answer  should be wr itten in the separate answer  booklet.

4. There are four  sections in the questions.

5. There is internal choice in section - IV.

6. Wr ite answers neatly and legibly.

SECTION - I

Note : 1. Answer  all questions

2. Each question carr ies ½ mark. 12 x ½ = 6

1. What is the meaning of the word "START"?
2. Find the odd one out with reference to the Military Allaiances ?

NATO, SEATO, WARSAW, CENTO
3. This was one among the first dams India built after independence find the name of the dam?

4. Find out the wrongly matched pair and write it in your answer sheet.

The German Parliament – Reichstag

German Secret Police – Gestapo

Auschwitz – Concentration Camp

Socialism – Adolf Hitler

5. In February 1930, who brought together competing nationalist groups to establish the Viet-
nam Communist Party, later renamed the Indo-Chinese Communist Party.
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6. "My President Sir, I introduce the draft constitution as settled by the drafting committee and
move that it be taken into consideration".

Identify the person who said above statement ?

7. Based on the relationship between the information in the first pair, complete the second pair.

Akalidal – Punjab, AGP – ?

8. Arrange the countries from east to west based on their location.

Indonesia, Brazil, Egypt, England

9. Name the article that provide special powers to Kashmir ?

10. The Map represents which country.

11. Meira Paibi ________ torch bearers

NBA movement __________ Narmada Bachao Andolan.

Silent Valley movement ___________ ?

Complete the above information.

12. Study the information and answer the following question.

When was RTI Act made ? ___________

Hausa-Fulani
people

Yoruba

 Igbo trib
es
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SECTION - I I

Note : 1. Answer  all questions

2. Each question carr ies 1 mark. 8 x 1 = 8

13. Arrange the following in the correct chronological order.

a) The bloody Sunday

b) Russian Social democratic party

c) The Civil War

d) Treaty of versailles.

14. Which of the following is not associated with the person shown in the picture.

a) Designer of Non Aligned movement

b) Father of Nation

c) Quit India Movement

d) Non-cooperation Movement

15. Which two roles dies R.T.I Play ?

16. Who fought the Kargil War ?

17. Observe the given pie diagram and discuss the 2014  General Elections.

18. Name the present Secretray General of U.N.O ?

BJP.282

I
N

C
44

A
I
D
M
K
37

T
D
P
16

O
T
H
E
R
S
140
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Read the following table and answer the question 19 and 20.

S.No. Name of the State Formation Capital Special Features

1. Jharkhand 15-11-2000 Ranchi 40% of mineral
resources resources in India

2. Uttarkhand 9-11-2000 Dehradun Sanskrit is one of the
official language

3. Chattisgarh 1-11-2000 Raipur 15% of total steel
Production

19. From which state Jharkand was separated ?

20. Mention one special features of Chattisgarh ?

SECTION - I I I

Note : 1. Answer  all questions

2. Each question carr ies 2 marks. 8 x 2 = 16

21. Explain the need of Green Revolution ?

22. Write about Enabling Act ?

23. Do you think single party democracy would have been a better alternative to multy party
democracy ?

24. Observe the graph and answer the questions.

a) What does the above graph represent ?

b) Why were the war related deaths high between 1900–1999 ?

25. Is Hitler the idea of World conquest here ? Do you think world should belong to those who
have power and strength alone ?

26. What were the major chanages in political system after 1967 elections ?
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27. Observe the following Map and answer the following questions.

a) What were the reasons for the conflict between Arabs and Israelites ?

b) What is the aim of P.L.O ?

28. What challenges were faced by Germany during great depression and how did Nazi rulers
and Hitler make use of it.

SECTION - IV

Note : 1. Answer  all questions

2. Answer  any one from internal choice of each question.

3. Each questioon carr ies 4 marks.                            5 x 4 = 20

29.a) Write a short note an basic principles of Indian Constitution ?

(Or)

b) Discuss Economic liberalisation of New Congress Government under P.V. Narashima
Rao ?

30. a) Read the following Paragraph and write your opinion.

The great depression of the 1930s had a profound impact on Vietnam. The prices of
rubber and rice fell, leading to rising rural debts unemployment and rural uprising. The
French put these uprisings down with great severity, even using planes to bomb
denomstrators.

b) How did Indian National Army fight for Indian freedom ? Explain ?
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31. a) Study the timeline given below and answer the following questions.

a) What was the immediate cause for World War II ?

b) What were the two new super powers emerged on the world scene ?

c) When did Germany invade the USSR ?

d) Who was the unquestioned leader in Germany ?

Observe the following graph and answer the following questions.

a) When was continution adopted ?

b) When were the major changes in the constitution were made (during 1970s)
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c) What was second major event in the life of Indian Constitution ?

d) How many constitutional amendments had been done from 1951 to 1980 ?

32. How do you think RTI would help in improving and monitoring the work of Govern-

ments?

(Or)

The Meira Paibi took to patrolling the street at Night – comment on it ?

33. Locate the following in the given map of world.

a) The capital of USA ?

b) In 1939 Germany attacke on this country.

c) The treaty of versailles was held in the country.

d) This country face more destruction due to releasing Atom bombs.

(Or)

a) Mexico b) Brazil

c) Egypt d) Indonesia.
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STUDY METERIAL FOR SOCIAL STUDIES PAPER-1
ONE WORD ANSWERING QUESTIONS (1/2  Mark )

1. What we have to use to specify the location of a place or region.

Ans : Latitudes and Longitudes

2. In which  hemisphere of the globe India lies.

Ans: Northern Hemisphere

3. What is the total length of coastline of Andhra Pradesh?

Ans: 972 Kms

4. State the Standard Meridian of India ?

Ans: 82° 30' East longitude

5. What is the  time difference Indian Standard Time ( IST)  to Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)?

Ans: 5½ hours ahead

6. India is originated from which landmass ?

Ans: Gondwana land

7. The famous valleys – Jammu & Kashmir, Kulu and Kangra are located in which Himalayan

ranges?

 Ans:  Lesser Himalayan Ranges

8. Name  any one of the famous hill stations presented in Himalayas?

Ans: Shimla, Mussorie, Nainital, Raniket

9. Where is Mawkdok Dympep valley located?

Ans: Meghalaya

10. State the name of Himalayas that are situated on the North-Eastern states of India?

Ans: Purvanchal

11. Which hills are not a part of Purvanchal  ranges?

Ans: Mismi Hills

12. What do you call the fertile land between two rivers?

Ans: Do-ab

13. State the extension of the Ganges plain in the southern part?

Ans: Ghaggar to Teesta

14. Where is Brahmaputra valley is located?

Ans: Assom

15. Name  the plain that the Gravel and pebble sediments deposited by the Himalayan rivers?

Ans: Bhabar

16. What is the name of the swampy and marshy region of Indo-Gangetic plains?

Ans: Terai

17. Which plateau is rich in mineral resources?
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Ans: Chota-Nagpur Plateau

18. Name the portion of peninsular plateau lying to the south of Narmada River ?

Ans: Deccan Plateau

19. Which soils are formed due to volcanic activity?

Ans: Black soils

20. Where is Nilgiri hills join the Western Ghats ?

Ans: At Gudalur

21. Which is the highest peak in Nilgiri hills?

Ans: Doda Betta

22. Where is Cardamom hills located?

Ans: Kerala

23. Name the highest peak in Western Ghats?

Ans: Anaimudi

24. Which is the highest peak in Eastern Ghats

Ans: Aroya konda

25. There is only one river which provides / supplies water in Thar desert. What is the name of that

river?

Ans: Luni

26.  Which is the longest canal in India?

 Ans:  Indira Gandhi Canal

27. What is the total length of Indira canal?

Ans: 650 KMs

28. Name the Islands formed due to volcanic eruption in India?

 Ans: Narkondam and Barren islands

29. What is the southernmost tip of India?

Ans: Indira Point

30. Where is Indira point located in?

Ans: Nicobar island

31. Which was submerged during 2004 Tsunami?

Ans: Indira Point

32. Which latitude that passes almost midway across the country?

Ans: Tropic of Cancer

33. What is the development goal of landless rural laborers?

Ans: More days of work and better wages

34. Where is Kudankulam Nuclear Project is located in?

 Ans: Tirunalveli district of Tamilnadu

35. What is National income?
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 Ans: The total income of the country

36. Which parameter  is used to compare the development of countries?

Ans: Per Capita Income

37. What is the other name of the Per Capita Income of a country?

 Ans: average income )

38. Which criteria  is used by World Bank to classify the countries?

Ans: Per Capita Income

39. What is the Per Capita Income of rich countries / high income countries?

Ans: 12600 US dollars and above per annum

40. What is the Per Capita Income of low income countries?

Ans: 1,035 US dollars or less

41. What is the Per Capita Income of Middle-income countries?

Ans: between 1,035 – 12,600 US dollars

42. Expand IMR?

Ans: Infant Mortality Rate

43. What does Infant Mortality Rate indicate?

Ans: the number of children die within one year out of  1000 live children born

44. What does Literacy rate mean?

 Ans:  the % of literate population in 7 and above age group )

45. Give an Example for public facilities?

Ans: schools, roads, parks, hospitals

46. Who provides public facilities?

 Ans: Government

47. HDI stands for what?

Ans: Human Development Index

48. What is the Life expectancy in India?

 Ans: 65.8 years

49. In which state the ‘Schooling Revolution ‘ took place?

Ans: Himachal Pradesh

50. Which of the following statement is correct?

(A). Development goals are different for different persons

B). Development goals are always complementary to each other.

(C) Development goals are always confiscatory to each other.

(D) None of the above is correct.

Ans: Development goals are different for different persons

51. Flower cultivator, fisher man, gardener, bee-keeper belong to which sector?
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Ans: primary

52. What plays a dominant role in the process of agriculture production?

Ans: Nature

53. In which sector manufacturing processes of goods and services are produced with the help of

tools and machines?

Ans: Industrial sector

54. In which sector Goods are not directly produced?

Ans: Service sector

55. What is the percentage of workers in agriculture sector during 1972-73?

Ans: 74%

56. What is the percentage of workers in agriculture sector during 2009-10?

Ans: 53%

57. What is the technical term to denote the total value of all final goods and services in a year

Ans: Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

58. What is the total number of working population According to Census of India 2011?

 Ans: 460 millions

59. Which of the following is not applicable to the organized sector? (    C  )

A. they have provident fund facility B. enjoy employment security

C. employment is seasonal D. paid holidays

60. Which of the following is not related to unorganized sector? (    D )

A. Do not get salaries regularly. B. no provident fund facility

C. no paid holidays D. security of employment

61. In India what is the percentage of workers in unorganized sector?

Ans: 92%

62. Small and scattered production units which remain outside the government’s control comes

under  which sector?

Ans: unorganized sector

63. From the following find out which belongs to unorganized sector ? (   C  )

A. Railways  B. Government schools C. Farming of small farmer D. Banks

64. Which of the following are not related to unorganized sector? (   C  )

A. construction workers B.   street vendors’     C. government employees

65. What pictures shoes the Average conditions of temperature and rainfall?

Ans: Climagraphs

66. The temperature of the atmosphere at a particular time depends on what?

Ans: Insolation

67. In which region the solar Insolation is very high?
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Ans: At tropical belts

68. What happens to temperature as altitude increases?

Ans: decreases

69. What is the meaning of the German word ‘trade ‘means?

Ans: track

70. In which months we found winter season in India?

Ans: November to February

71. Where Pre-monsoon showers are common?

Ans: Deccan plateau

72. What do we call the pre-monsoon showers of Andhra Pradesh?

Ans: Mongo showers

73. Who were coined the word ‘monsoon ‘?

Ans: Arab traders

74. What protects us from the harmful ultraviolent rays released from the sun?

Ans: Ozone Layer

75. How can you name the Rapid rate of increasing earth’s heat?

Ans: Global warming

76. AGW stands for what?

Ans: Anthropogenic Global Warming

77. What is the more powerful gas than Carbon dioxide in the greenhouse effect?

Ans: Methane

78. Where was the IPCC conference held?

Ans: Warsaw in Poland

79. State any one of the human activities that causes global warming?

Ans: Deforestation

80. Which longitude divides India into two equal halves?

 Ans: Tropic of Cancer

81. Which type of climate does Chennai experience?

Ans: marine type of climate

82. What is the extent of flood-prone area in India?

 Ans: 40 million hectares / 10 crores acres

83. What percentage of surface water resources are polluted?

 Ans: 70%

84. Which  rivers are perennial in nature?

Ans: Himalayan rivers

85. What is the origin of river Indus?

Ans: Manasarovor of Kailas range in Himalayas
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86. Which  river has twin sources?

Ans: River Ganges

87. What are the twin sources of River Ganga?

Ans: Bhagirathi and Alaknanda

88. Where is Bhagirithi rises?

Ans: at Gangothri glacier

89. Where Alaknanda is rises?

Ans: at Satopanth glacier

90. Where do the twin sources of river Ganga, Alaknanda and Bhagirathi joins at?

Ans: Deva Prayaga

91. In which glacier the River Brahmaputra rises from?

Ans: Chemayungdung

92. Where the River Brahmaputra enters in India?

Ans: Arunachal Pradesh

93. What is the name of Brahmaputra in Arunachal Pradesh?

Ans: Siang and Dihang

94. What are the Tributaries of Brahmaputra River?

Ans: Dibang and Lohit

95. Most of the peninsular rivers flow in which direction?

Ans: From west to east

96. Chambal, Sind, Betwa, Ken and Son belong to which river system?

Ans: Ganga river system

97. Which is the largest peninsular river system in India?

Ans: Godavari

98. Where does river Godavari originates?

Ans: near Nasik Tryambak in Western Ghats.

99. Which is the second largest peninsular river in India?

Ans: River Krishna

100. Where do River Krishna rises?

Ans: near Mahabaleswer in Western Ghats.

101. Where River Narmada is originates?

Ans: Near Amarakantak in Madyapradesh.

102. Where River Tapti is originates from?

Ans: Mahadev Hills

103. Name the West flowing rivers of peninsular India which flows in Arabian sea?

Ans: Narmada and Tapti
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104. Which is the only river flowing in Thar Desert?

Ans: River Luni

105. What is the total catchment area of Krishna basin?

Ans: 71,417 sq Kms

106. What is the total catchment area of Krishna river in Karnataka?

Ans: 57,671 sq kms

107. Which village was selected under Adarsh Gram Yojana in Maharashtra?

Ans: Hiware Bazar

108. In which state the Water dispute between Perumatty village and Coca Cola company

happened?

Ans: Kerala

109. What is the major source of irrigation today?

Ans: underground water

110. Name the water-bearing rock which water can be drawn from the underground?

Ans: Aquifer

111. what is the most populous country in the world?

Ans: China

112. What is the percentage of working people in unorganized sector In India?

Ans: 92%

113. Which Organization provides information regarding the population of our country?

Ans: Census of India

114. Which organization collects the census information in India?

Ans: Census Commission of India

115. When did the first census was taken in India?

Ans: In the year 1872

116. When did the first complete census was taken in India?

Ans: In the year 1881

117. What is the time gap between one census to the another census?

Ans: 10 years

118. Recently, census was collected in  2011 ,when would be the Next census?

Ans: In the year 2021

119. What was the population of India As per Census-2011?

Ans: 1210 millions / 121, 01, 93, 422 )

120. What is the social indicator to measure the extent of equality between men and women?

Ans: sex ratio

121. What do the Low rate of sex ratio indicates?

Ans: female discrimination in the society
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122. Where do we observe the Positive sex ratio in our India?

Ans: Kerala

123. What is the Powerful force in reducing female discrimination?

Ans: women education

124. What is the Key factor for socio-economic progress?

Ans:  literacy

125. What is the literacy rate of India as per  2011 Census?

 Ans: 74.04%

126. In which State do we observe the highest literacy rate?

Ans: Kerala

127. What is the Fertility rate in India?

Ans: 2.8

128. What is the population density of India in 2011?

Ans: 282 per sq. k.m

129. Where do we observe the Lowest density of population?

Ans: Arunachal Pradesh

130. For how much of population the city of Simla originally designed for?

Ans: for only 25,000 people

131. What is the present population of Simla?

Ans: More than 2 lakhs.

132. Name the rock shelter in Madhya Pradesh?

Ans: Bhimbedka

133. Which city worked as the capital for many empires in India?

Ans: Delhi

134. Which is the second largest city in India in terms of population?

Ans: Delhi

135. Which is Largest populous city in India?

Ans: Mumbai

136. What is the Present population of Delhi?

Ans: 1,60,00,000

137. Who built a fort at Pratapgad  in Maharashtra?

Ans: Chatrapathi Sivaji

138. For which city of Andhra Pradesh the British and French fought for?

Ans: Machilipatnam

139. State the port city in Andhra Pradesh?

Ans: Vishakhapatnam
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140. In which works People in urban areas engage?

Ans: non-agricultural

141. Name the cities with more than 10 million / 1 crore population?

Ans: Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata

142. Which Cities having more than 10 million of population?

Ans: Mega cities

143. Give any one Example for Mega cities in India?

 Ans: Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata

144. Give Examples for Metropolitan cities?

Ans: Chennai, Hyderabad, Ahmadabad

145. What are Aeritropolis cities in India?

Ans: Bangalore, Delhi, Hyderabad

146. Where is Indira Gandhi International Airport is located?

Ans: in Delhi

147. Where is Rajiv Gandhi International Airport is located?

Ans: in Hyderabad

148. Where is  Suvarna Bhoomi  International Airport located  in ?

Ans: Bangkok, in the country Thailand

149. Where is Heathrow International Airport is located?

Ans: in  London

150. What is the number of migrants  According to census 2001?

Ans: 307 million

151. What is the most common reason for female migration?

Ans: marriages

152. What is the most common reason for male migration?

Ans: Education and Employment

153. State the percentage of migrants as per census 2001?

 Ans: 29.9%

154. What are Kopi’s?

Ans: Small conical shaped hut

155.  Who are migrate to developed countries?

Ans: technically skilled and professionals

156. To which countries Unskilled and semi-skilled workers migrate? Ans: oil exporting countries

157. In which year The Emigration Act of India has passed?

Ans : 1983

158. Which Indian Law enforce to migration and employment of Indians abroad?

Ans: Emigration Act, 1983
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159. Which of the following could be considered as seasonal migration? (    C )

A. Women moving from their parent’s house to husband’s house due to marriage.

B. Turmeric harvesters moving from one dist. to another in Tamilnadu for three months in a  year

C. Cycle rickshaw pullers in Delhi coming from rural parts of Bihar for six months a year.

D. Women from Nalgonda district come to work as domestic maids in Hyderabad

160.  What is the main production activity in rural areas such as Rampur?

Ans: Farming or Agriculture

161. What is the  standard measuring unit of land?

 Ans: hectare

162. What is the main factor of production in the agriculture sector ?

Ans. Land

163. Who control and organizes the production process?

Ans: entrepreneur

164. Through which programme Government is providing employment to rural areas?

Ans: MGNREGA

165. Which is the largest producer of edible oil in India?

Ans: Cargill Foods

166. Ford Motors is a MNC of which country?

Ans: USA/ America

167. Which is the main channel connecting between the countries?

Ans: Foreign trade

168. Give an example for trade barriers?

Ans: Tax on imports

169. In which year the Economic liberalization started in India?

 Ans: 1991

170. Which countries benefited more with globalization?

Ans: The Developed countries

171. What is the number of member countries in WTO till 2006?

Ans: 150

172. According to Nutritionists, What is the per capita requirement of vegetables in a day?

Ans: 300 grams

173. According to Nutritionists, What is the per capita requirement of fruits in a day?

Ans: 100 grams

174. According to Nutritionists, What is the per capita requirement of eggs in a year?

Ans: 180

175. According to Nutritionists, What is the per capita requirement of meat in a year?

 Ans: 11 kgs
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176. According to Nutritionists, What is the per capita requirement of milk in a year?

Ans: 300 ml

177. What is the Per capita availability of food grains in Europe?

Ans: 700 grams

178. What is the Per capita availability of food grains in USA?

Ans: 850 grams

179. What are the recommended calories of food intake per a day in rural areas?

Ans: 2400 kilo calories

180. What are the recommended calories of food intake per a day in urban areas?

Ans: 2100 kilo calories

181. What are set up to provide good grains at subsidized rates?

Ans: Ration shops

182. Which system the Ration shops are associated With?

Ans: Ration shops

183. How many killos of food grains per month Antyodaya card holder’s family can get?

Ans:   35 kgs

184. Who fixes the Minimum Support of Price ( MSP ) to agricultural products?

Ans: government

185. Which system supplies food grains for the low income groups?

 Ans: Public Distribution System

186. In which year the National Food Security Act was passed?

Ans: 2013

187. Which act legalized the right to food?

Ans: National Food Security Act

188. Which state the Mid-Day Meal program was first implemented?

 Ans: Tamilnadu

189. Where is National Institute of Nutrition is located?

Ans: in Hyderabad

190. How the nutritional status among adult is measured?

 Ans: Body Mass Index

191. What indicates If the BMI is less than 18.5?

Ans: energy deficiency

192. What indicates if the BMI is greater than 25?

Ans: overweight or obesity

193. In Which state spraying of Endosulfan is banned?

 Ans: Kerala
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194. On which river the Sardar Sarovar dam was built across?

 Ans: Narmada

195. Who wrote a letter to the CM to stop the construction of Sardar Sarovar dam?

Ans: Bava Mahaliya

196. What is the movement against the construction of Sardar Sarovar dam?

Ans: Narmada Bachao Andolan

197. Who led the Narmada Bachao Andolan?

 Ans: Medha Patkar

198.  In which state the Chipko Movement was started?

Ans: Uttarakhand

199.  Where was the  Alternative PDS system initiated?

Ans: Zaheerabad of Telangana State.

200. Which state has the major production of sugar in India?

Ans: Madhya Pradesh

201. What is the major portion of  spending of Migrant labours?

 Ans: on Food grains

202. Which  sector benefitted least because of globalization?

Ans: Agriculture

203. Which crop registered the largest increase in production as a result of green revolution?

 Ans:

204. In which state of India Amul Dairy is situated?

Ans:

205. Which state government banned the use of chemical fertilizers?

Ans : Sikkim

206. Who wrote the book  ‘Silent Spring” ?

Ans: Ms Rachel Carson in 1962

207. Under which article of our constitution, everyone should have Right to life?

Ans: Article 17

208. What is used in Rampur village to lift up the water from wells?

Ans : Persian wheel

209. Give any one example for Indian companies emerged as MNCs ?

Ans:    1. Tata Motors– automobile               2. Infosys– IT             3. Ranbaxy – medicines

            4. Asian Paints  –  paints           5. Sundaram Fasteners – nuts and bolts

210. Which of the following nomadic communities those are on the verge of disappearing.

Ans: All

1. Massai– Kenya     2. Yurta– Kazakhstan     3. Qiang– Tibet 4. Gaucho – South America
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STUDY METERIAL FOR SOCIAL STUDIES PAPER-1
ONE MARK QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

211. State the India’s Latitudinal and longitudinal location?

Ans: 8’4- 37.6  N  Latitudes  68.7- 97.25  E  longitudes

212. What are the relief divisions of the India?

Ans:

213. Relief features of India

1. Himalayas,  2. The Indo Gangetic Plain,      3. The Peninsular Plateau

4. The Coastal Plains,   5.The desert      6.The Island

214. State the Himalayan Ranges?

Ans 1. Greater Himalayas,   2. Lesser Himalayas    3. Shivaliks or outer Himalayas.

215. What is meant by dun?

Ans: The valleys lying between the lesser Himalayas and Shivalik ranges are called as duns.

Ex:  Dehradun, Kotidun and Patlidun

216. What is the criteria followed by UNDP for measuring Human Development?

Ans: Educational levels, Health status and Per Capita Income

217.  What is meant by Organized sector? Give examples.

Ans : Organised sector:-  The enterprises or places of work where the terms of employment are

regular and therefore, people have assured work.Examples:

1.Banking. 2.Educational institutions.

218. What is ’Per capita Income”?

Ans: Per capita Income: The total national income divided by the number of people in the nation.

It is the average income of the people of a country in a definite period.

Total income = National income /Population

219. What are elements to calculate HDI?

Ans: Health, literacy rate, per capita income, life expectancy

220. What is Gender bias?

Ans: Discrimination against women

221. What is Financial Year means?

Ans: April to March

222. What are the basic needs of human life?

Ans: For every human being, they needs food, shelter, cloth alongwith freedom, equality, security

and respect of others are the important aspects for basic needs of human life.
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223. What is development?

Ans: Development refers to the process as a result of which along with increase in the real percapita

income, there is a reduction inequality, poverty, illiteracy and disease. In otherword, there is

improvement in the economic welfare of the people and their standard of living rises.

224. What is the concept of development?

Ans: Development concept involves thinking about requirement of essential things, better life for all,

peace and more equality in distribution of income and wealth.

225. What is meant by literacy rate?

 Ans: This measures proportion of literate population in the seven and above age group.

226. What are intermediate goods?

Ans: The goods which are used in the production of final goods are called intermediate goods

227. Define the term weather ?

Ans: The state of atmosphere conditions over an area at a particular time is called Weather

228. Define the term  Climate ?

Ans: Atmospheric conditions over a large area over many years is called climate.

229. What are the Elements of climate?

Ans: 1.Temperature,      2. Atmospheric Pressure,    3.wind,   4.humidity,   5.precipitation

230. State the Factors that influencing climate and weather?

 Ans: 1. latitude,     2. land-water relationship,     3. relief,     4. upper air circulation

231. What is INSOLATION means?

Ans: The Incoming Solar Radiation towards the earth is known as Insolation.

232. Why do the Southern part of India has higher temperatures than northern part?

 Ans: because it lies in the tropical belt

233. How would be the temperatures as we move away from equator towards the poles?

 Ans: The average temperatures decreases

234. Why did Simla is cooler than Delhi, although Simla and Delhi are located on the same latitude?

Ans: because  Simla is situated on higher altitude

235. Why do the Darjeeling has pleasant climate than Kolkata during summer?

 Ans: Because Darjeeling is located on higher altitude

236. What are Jet streams?

Ans: The fast blowing upper air currents above 12,000 mts are called jet streams

237. What are western disturbances?

Ans: Cyclonic depressions coming from Mediterranean Sea are called western disturbances )

238. What is October Heat ?

Ans: The conditions of high temperature and humidity in retreating monsoon season is commonly

known as October heat.
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239. What is Green house Effect?

Ans: Atmosphere traps a lot of the solar energy preventing it from escaping back into space. This is

called Green House Effect.

240. Why do we call the Current global warming trend as Anthropogenic Global Warming (AGW)?

Ans: because it is caused by humans

241. Expand the term IPCC ?

Ans: Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change

242. What is the main aim of IPCC?

 Ans: is to reduce the emission of green house gases

243. What are Perennial rivers?

Ans: The rivers which flow throughout the year are perennial rivers.

244. Name the peninsular rivers of India?

Ans: Mahanadi, Godavari, Krishna and Cauveri

245. What is Census?

Ans: Systematically acquiring and recording information about population is called Census.

246. What is sex ratio?

Ans: The number of females per 1000 males is called sex ratio.

247.  What is Literacy Rate?

Ans: The percentage of people who can read and write a language is called Literacy rate

248. Who are literates?

Ans: The Persons above 7 years of age, who can able to read and write a language are known as

literates.

249. What is population growth?

Ans: Rate of increase in population in a place over a period of time is called population growth.

250.  State the factors that influence the population growth?

Ans: 1.birth rate, 2. death rate and 3. migrants

251. What  is fertility rate?

Ans: The children that are likely to be born to a women till the end of her child bearing years is called

fertility rate

252. What is International migration?

 Ans: International migration means migration of people between countries.

253. What is Internal migration?

Ans: Internal migration means migration of people within the country

254. Population density shows the distribution of population in the country. What do you understand

the Population density means?

Ans: The number of persons per unit of area is called population density.( Or)

 The population in a square kilometer of area is called population density.
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255.  What is a Settlement?

Ans: The way we organize ourselves and our living spaces in a place is called settlement.

256. What is sedimentary life?

Ans: People living in a place permanently is called sedimentary life.

257. What is known as Nomadic life?

Ans: People moving one place to another place is called nomadic life.

258. What is Urbanization?

Ans: The growth of towns and cities is called Urbanization.

259. What are Metropolitan Cities?

Ans: Cities having population between 1 million to 10 millions are called Metropolitan cities

260. What are Aeritropolis?

Ans: The settlements which are centered around large airports are called Aeritropolis.

261. What is Migration?

Ans: The Movement of people from one place to another place is called migration.

262. What is Immigration?

Ans: Inward movement of people from one country to another is called Immigration.

263. What is Emigration?

Ans: The Outward movement of people from one country to another is called Emigration.

264.  What do the large and medium farmers do to get labour for their farms in Rampur?

Ans: The large and medium farmers in Rampur pay low wages and get labourers for their farm as

there is a heavy  competition for work among the farm labourers.

265. What are the two ways which you would suggest for the eradication of malnutrition among the

children ?

Ans. 1) Children should take fruits, vegetables, Eggs and milk every day.

2) They should have medical facilities. (Any other related points)

266. What is the active role of the judiciary in implementing food security in India ?

Ans. 1) Children can get nutritional food.

2) In the schools the students get mid day meals.

267. What is meant by sustainable development?

Ans:  Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without

compromising the ability of future  generations to meet their own needs.

268.  Explain SEZ.

Ans: SEZ means Special Economic Zone.

269. What is under employment?

Ans: Under employment is the situation, where people are apparently working but all of them are

made to work less than their potential.
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270. What are the twin sources of ‘Ganga’ ?

Ans:  1. The twin sources of Ganga are 1. Bhagirathi. 2. Alakananda.

271. Give any two examples for ‘Nutri-cereals’

Ans: Examples for the Nutri-cereals are 1. Jowar, 2. Raagi, 3. Bajra.

272. What is ‘Kopi’?

Ans: A small conical hut provided to the sugar cane cutters of Maharashtra which is made up of

bamboo mats and poles is called Kopi.

273. What is the reason for October heat?

Ans: 1. High temperature. 2. High humidity.

274.  The rise of 2’C in average temperature results in a rise of one meter in sea Ievel by early next

century. Write any two slogans on the  control of global warming.

Ans: Slogans on the control of global warming

i.   Grow plants – save the earth.  ii. Avoid plastic bags – encourage cloth bags.

275. When the fertility rate is near 2, what does this imply?

 Ans: It indicates that each woman was likely to bear two children on an average.

276. What is the main theme of Rachel Carson’s book ‘Silent Spring’ ?

Ans: The impact on birds and human beings of spraying DDT for mosquito control.

277. What is settlement ?1. What is settlement ?

Ans: The place where we live to organize our life by making some employment is called settlement

278. What are the basic concepts of settlements?   2. What are the basic concepts of settlements?

Ans: 1. Site  2. Situation 3. History of the place

279. What is urbanization ? 3. What is urbanization ?

Ans: Growing of towns or cities and its population and taking up non-farming activities is called

urbanisation

280. What is Aerotropolis or Air Port City or Jet Age Cities ?

Ans: These are the new type of settlements concentrated around large international air ports with many

facilities like hotels, shopping malls, entertainment, business conferencing halls etc.

281. What is meant by agglomeration ?

Ans: It is an extended city or town area comprising the built up area of a central place and any

suburbs linked by continuous urban area.

282. What is Juggi-Jhopdi ?

Ans: Juggi-Jhopdi means illegal or unauthorised colonies (settlements) in Delhi

283. Expand DDA.

Ans: Delhi Development Authority

284. Expand IFC.

Ans: International Financial Corporation
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285. Why do certain places attract more people as settlements? Mention the reasons.

Ans: Water resources, security, employment opportunities etc.,

286. What are called Mega Cities?

Ans: Cities having more than 10 Million people are called Mega Cities.

287. Give any two examples, which give vitamins.

Ans: Fruits, Leafy Vegetables, sprouts, unpolished rice etc.,

288. According to national census survey of India, What is the place of  migrant population?

Ans: In India, according to national census survey, every fourth person is a migrant.

289. What is Multiple cropping?

Ans: Multiple cropping means growing more than one crop on the same piece of land during a year.

290. What is the result of excessive use of chemical fertilizers?

 Ans: The result of excessive use of chemical  fertilizers   decrease in fertility of land.

291. What is working capital?

Ans: The money required for the purchase of raw materials and payment of salaries to labors is

known as  working capital

292. What are factors of production?

 Ans: The items required to produce goods and services is called factors of production

293. Expand MGNREGA?

Ans: Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act

294. Who are small farmers?

Ans: Farmers who have less than 2 hectares of land is called small farmers

295.  Who are marginal farmers?

Ans: Farmers who have more than 2 hectares of land is called marginal farmers.

296. What are Non-farm activities?

Ans: Non-farming activities include dairy farming, transport, shop keeping etc.,

297. What is Globalization?

 Ans: Rapid interaction between the countries is called globalization.

298. What is Arab Spring?

Ans: Removal of dictators in Tunisia and Egypt is called Arab Spring

299. Expand MNC ?

Ans: Multi National Company

300. What is Economic Liberalization?

Ans: Removal of all barriers on foreign trade and foreign investment is called  Economic liberalization

301. Expand WTO?

Ans: World Trade Organization.

302. What is the aim of the WTO?

Ans: The main aim of WTO is  to liberalize international trade.
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303. Expand SEZ?

Ans: Special Economic Zone

304. Expand IBRD?

Ans: International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

305. Expand IDA?

Ans: International Development Association

306. How do the government supply food grains to the poor?

 Ans: The Government supplies food grains to the poor through  Public Distribution System.

307. Expand PDS?

Ans: Public Distribution System

308. Expand FCI?

Ans: Food Corporation of India

309. Expand MSP?

Ans: Minimum Support Price

310. Expand ICDS?

Ans: Integrated Child Development Scheme

311. Expand BMI?

Ans: Body Mass Index

312. What is Minimum Support Price?

Ans: The price fixed by the government to the agricultural products is Minimum Support Price

313. What is formula to calculate BMI?

 Ans: weight in kgs / height in mts squared

314. What does the book ‘Silent Spring’ explain?

Ans: the book ‘Silent Spring’ explains the impact of spraying of DDT on birds and human

315. What is white revolution?

Ans: White revolution is associated with the increasing of milk production.
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STUDY METERIAL FOR SOCIAL STUDIES PAPER-1
4 MARKS & 2 MARKS QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1.INDIA- RELIEF FEATURES

1. State and describe the  major  relief divisions of Indian land mass?

Ans: The  major relief divisions of Indian land mass are  1.Himalayas, 2. Indo-Gangetic Plains,

3. Peninsular plateau, 4. Coastal Plains,  5.Thar Desert, 6.Islands.

I. Himalayas:

1. To the north of India, Himalayan mountains extend from west to east at a length around

     2400 KMs.

2. there are three parallel ranges viz Himadri, Himachal and Shiwalicks.

3. they act as abode for many perennial rivers and hill stations.

II. Indo-Gangetic Plains:

1. Indo-Gangetic Plain is formed with the interaction of rivers Ganga, Indus, Brahmaputra

                 and their tributaries.

2.These fertile alluvial plains are suitable for agriculture.

III. Peninsular plateau:

1. The Peninsular plateau that was formed with old crystalline, hard igneous and

    metamorphic rocks is slightly tilting towards east.

2. The high lands to the north of peninsular plateau are called as Malwa plateau and

     the plateau to the south of this is called as Deccan Plateau.

IV. Coastal Plains:

1. West coastal plain is extend between Western Ghats and Arabian Sea: the east coastal

    plain between eastern ghats and Bay of Bengal.

2. These are known with different names in different states. Eg: Coast of AP – Circar

    Coast, Coast  of Kerala – Malabar Coast.

.V. Thar Desert:

1. Thar Desert lies in the rain shadow region of Aravali Mountains.

2. Luni is the only inland river in this arid climate.

VI. Islands: 1. Andaman and Nicobar islands are in Bay of Bengal are of volcanic origin.

    Lakshadweep islands are in Arabian Sea are of coral origin.

2.  The Himalayan rivers are parennial, which means these rivers are filled with water

     throughout the year.
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2.  What are the two reasons that they are called perennial rivers ?

Ans: 1) The Himalayan rivers are perinial

 2) This is because the rivers are supplied on rainfall as well as melting of snow.

3. Indo-Gangetic plains have high density of population. Find the reasons.

Ans: 1. Indo-Gangetic area is fertile and excellent for farming.

2. It makes heaven for farmers to grow rice and wheat.

3. It supports high density of population.

4. All are available with in the area.

5. So, it does not need to travel far.

6. The area is already developed.

7. It comforts more people to get work or live.

8. Therefore the Indo-Gangetic plains resulting in high density of population.

4. Plateau regions in India donot support agriculture as means of the plain regions. What are the

reasons for this?

Ans:  1) Plateau regions in India, do not support agriculture as much as the plain regions.

2)  Plain regions have perennial rivers. Plateau (Ex: Ganga, Yamuna, Sindhu) Plateau region

     does not have any perennial river. Ex: Godavari, Krishna, Penna etc.

3) Plateaus are formed by volcanoes. Ex: Deccan plateau.

4)  Plain regions are formed by Alluvial soil which carried by rivers. Ex: The Indio-Gangetic plain

5) Plateau regions is rich in mineral resources whereas plains are rich in agricultural practice.

5.  Describe the climate of the Thar desert?

Ans: 1) It has an arid climate with very low vegetation cover

2) The desert consists of an undulating sandy plain and rocky outcrops

3) It has high temperature

4) Streams appear during rainy season and disappear soon after.

5) ‘Luni’ is the only river in this area.

6) Those internal drainage rivers fill into the lakes and don’t reach the sea.

6. What is the Geographical impact of the Himalayas in influencing the Indian Climate?

Ans. 1. The Himalayas play a very significant role influencing the climatic conditionsof India.

2.  The Himalayas effectively intercept the monsoons coming from the sea and cause

  precipitation in the form of rain and snow.

3. The absence of Himalayas no posibility for tropical monsoon type of climate.

4. The absence of Himalayas may tend to India to become a tropical desert.

5. Besides they present the cold air masses of central Asia from entering into India.

 In this way the Himalayas play very significant role on the climatic conditions of India.
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7. If the Himalayas would have not been in its present position how would be the climatic conditions

of the Indian sub continent?

Ans:      1. The Himalayas protect India from the cold-winds of central Asia during winter.

  2. The Himalayas are responsible for causing rainfall.

  3.  Himalayas are the birth places of the great perennial rivers, Indus, Ganga and Brahmaputra.

  4.  No tropical monsoon climate in India.

  5. They intercept the summer monsoons coming from the ocean.

  6.  Without Himalayas India would have been a desert.

8.  How are the Eastern coastal plains and Western coastal plains similar or different?

Ans: Similarities:

1) Both Coastal plains are stretching from North to South.

2) Both Coastal plains are receiving abundant rainfall during south west monsoons.

3) East and west coastal plains are extending between the sea and mountain ranges.

4) Both East and West coastal plains covered with fertile soil.

Differences:

1) In eastern coastal plains there are river deltas, whereas in West coastal plains there are no

    river  deltas.

2) East coastal plain is wider than West coastal plain.

3) East coastal plain has lakes like Kolleru, Chilaka and Pulikot, Whereas West coastal plain

    has no lakes but it  has lagoons and back waters.

4) East coastal plain has better irrigational facilities than West coastal plains.

2.IDEAS OF DEVELOPMENT

9. What are the aims and objectives that are directed by the landless rural workes or labourers ?

Ans: Landless rural labourers objectives :

1) More days of work and better wages.

2) Local schools are able to provide quality education for their children.

3) There is no social discrimination and they too can become Leaders in the village.

4) They expect good infrastructural facilities in their locality.

10. What do you learn from the schooling revolution in Himachal Pradesh?

Ans: 1.Both the government and the people of Himachal Pradesh were keen on education.

2.They started many schools.

3. They made sure that education was largely free.

4. they allocated a goo share to education in the government budget.

5. They tried to ensure that the schools had all the facilities.

6. Most of the students enjoy their schooling experience.
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11. What are the factors that help to achieve the high literacy in Himachal Pradesh?

Ans: 1. Both the government of Himachal Pradesh and the people of the state were keen on

    education.

2. The government started schools and made sure that education was largely free,  or costs very

     little for parents.

3. Further, it tried to ensure that these schools had at least the minimum facilities of teachers,

    classrooms, toilets,  drinking water, etc.

4. Among the Indian states, Himachal Pradesh has the distinction of one of the highest spending

   from the government  budget  on education for each child.

 12.  Why do you think parents accord less priority to girls education as compared to boys? Explain.

Answer: 1. For a long time India remained the male dominate society. It is gender-bias.

2. Parents are giving less priority to girls education because various customs and

    traditions existing in Indian society.

3. Insecurity conditions are existing in our society to the Female.

4. In rural areas girls are married off at early ages, which prevents their education.

5.In rural families homely works and child care responsibilities allotting to female child etc.

6. So, the parents giving less priority to girls education

13.  Classify the countries based on ‘World Development Report, 2012 of World Bank.

Ans:  According to the World Bank Development Report – 2012, Countries are classified as per their

annual per capita income as follows:

1. High income countries or rich countries  group - US $12,600 per annum.

2. Middle income countries group - between US $1,036 - US $12,599

3. Low income countries group    -  US $1,035 or less per annum.

14. Is the classification of economic activities into primary, secondary and tertiary useful?

Explain any two uses.

Ans:   I think the classification of economic activities into primary, secondary and tertiary is useful.

Uses: 1) To know how many people are employed in each sector.

2) To estimate how much goods and services are produced.

 15. Why do we use averages? are there any limitations in their use? Illeterate with your own

examples?

1.Estimated by individual development of the given population is known as average.

2. Normally averages are used to estimate exam result in different places. Profit is

factors they are used.

3. By comparing the averages total income will not tell us what an average of a person

is likely to earn.
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4. For example:- A century ago, the India is also one of the average countries list. Later

the income of the  country is increased very fastly.

5. By comparing the average results different places of development can be estimated

   16. Discuss the importance of the educational Act for (i)  children and  (ii)  Human development.

1. In 2009, they introduced a new education policy by seeing the results of the children.

2. Importance of free and compulsory education for children between 6 to 14 age groups.

3. This system came intoforce on 1st April 2010.

4. At the age of 14 years, the children did not sent to work. At the certain age they want to

   study certain class for educational development.

5. They did not have any restrictions to join the children in the schools

6. School plays a main role to see the skill in the children

7. No children has to be punished either physically (or) mentally and without any seeing

    any sex.

8. Education is the key component of human development. It is als a great liberating force.

17. Explain different developmental goals and people conflict developmental goals?

1. People have different developmental goals and people have conflicting developmental goals.

2. People donot have conflict developmental goals but they think about the immediate burden or

    problem.

3. The government wants to construct dams and project for the development of the people who

    lose their land in submerging. Will not accept to it.

4. This does not mean that they are against to the development.

5. The government should think about the alternative (r) provide sufficient compensation to

    satisfy the  victims.

18 . Explain the important concepts of human development?

The main concept for the human development:

1. Increasing of per capita income

2. Better standard of living

3. Development of literacy rate

4. Providing of good education, nutrition, health facilities.

5. Employment opportunities

6. Sanitation facilities

7. Stable and price levels are maintained

8. Public distribution system

9. Providing of social status.

Still many concepts like liberation, equality, security and respect from the others. Social concepts also

one of the developing factors.
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19.  What is the relationship between woman’s work outside their homes and gender bias?

1. The nature of works that the women are assigned are generally with a special considerable regarding

    their  physical strength.

2. They won’t be assigned with such works, when they need to use extreme physical strength.

3. All the decisions are depend on the females of the family.

4. Before the rise of large scale industrialisation, home and work place were one and the same.

5. But now the disparity between men and women in the workplaces is a common issue.

6. There is a general perception that women are less capable than men in matters of business

    and decision making.

7. Career goals of women are considered less important compared to male counter parts.

8. The disparity is also seen in the wages and salaries also.  Thus the relationship is negative.

 3.PRODUCTION AND EMPLOYMENT

20. “The life conditions of all the people in service sector are not the same “- Comment.

Ans: 1.  This sector does not produce goods but it provide services to the production of goods.

     Ex: Banking,  transport and civil  se rvices ,etc

 2.Limited number of skilled labour in organised sector is getting higher wages.

 3.The large number of unskilled labour in unorganised sector are not able to get minimum wages

    are living in miserable conditions.

 4. Self employed, shop keepers, migrant labour etc., do not have better working conditions,

     regular employment  and other  allowances.

5. Unskilled workers forced to continue in the same job due to the lack of required skills and

    alternative employment sources.

6.  By considering these situations the government has to plan suitable programmes for the

     balanced development of service sector.

21.  How is the service sector different from other sectors? Explain.

 Answer:     The service sector is different from other sectors. Because

1. Service sector is one of the three main sectors.

2. There has been a great hike in the service sector.

3. It is the revenue earner in Indian economy.

4. More work opportunities are there in the service sector.

5. If service sector grows they result in global growth for Indian economy.

6. The service sector employs about 30 % of Indian workforce.

7.The service sector is a supporting arm for the other sectors to make them flourish.

8. The service sector also witnessed a remarkable rise in the global market apart from the

    Indian  market.
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22. State why the organized sector is better than the unorganised sector?

Ans: 1) Organised sector has some formal processes and procedures.

2) Workers in the organised sector enjoy security of employment.

3) They are expected to work only for a fixed number of hours.

4) They get paid Leave, Provident Fund and Medical benefits.

That’s why the organised sector is better than the unorganised sector.

23. The workers in the unorganized sector need protection on the following issues. Wages, safety

and health. Explain with examples.

Ans: The workers in un-organized sector need protection on wages, safety and health.

Wages:

1. Jobs in the un-organized sector are low paid and not regular.

2. There is no provision for over time, paid leaves or holidays, leave due to sickness etc.,

and they have no pension benefits.

3. Hence the government should provide minimum wages for these workers.

Safety:

1. Un-organised sector have no security of employment.

2. They have to work under the dangerous conditions of work environment and they do

not have minimum work facilities.

3. Hence they have to provide minimum needs in the working places.

Health:

1. The workers in the un-organised sector have no fixed working hours and they have to

work under unhealthy conditions.

2. Hence the government should provide nutritional diet and medical facilities for the un-

organised worker  under the welfare activities of the government for providing social

security to these workers.

4. CLIMATE OF INDIA 1 Mark
24. What are the factors which influence the climatic conditions of India? (or) Describe India’s

climate controls.

Ans:   The factors that affect climate are called climatic controls. These include:

1) Latitude. 2) Land – Water relationship.     3) Relief 4) Upper Circulation.

1.    Latitude:

a. Intensity of temperature depends on the latitude. It is more intense in lower latitudes

than at higher latitudes.

b. In India, the Southern part lies in the tropical zone, closer to the equator; it has higher

average temperature than the northern part.
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2.    Land – Water relationship:

a. The water bodies absorb and losses heat more slowly than land.

b. Due to this the formation of land and sea breezes influence the climate of coastal

region.

3.    Relief:

a. Relief or altitude of a region influences the climate of the area.

b. Several hill stations have cool climate even during summer months.

Eg: Simla, Nainital, Mussorie, Kodaikanal.

4.    Upper air circulation:

a. The high velocity of Upper air movements is known as “Jet Streams”.

b. This jet stream causes the neighboring atmosphere to cool.

25. “The Indian agriculture depends completely on the monsoon”. Describe the cycle of the monsoon

patterns?

Ans.  1. The word ‘monsoon’ is referred to the blowing of winds which reverse seasonally between

     the Indian  sub-continent  and the Indian ocean.

 2. Monsoon winds are caused by thermal contrast, the inter-tropical conversance and the

     upper air circulation.

3. An intensive low pressure develops on the land surface during the summer season. It draws

    air from  the high pressure region of  the seas leading to the in-blowing of south-west

    monsoons.

4. During the winter, the pressure conditions in the area are reversed and so are the winds.

This time low  pressure system develops in the seas which draws air from the landmass particularly

blowing from  north-east and form the north-east monsoons.

26.  Why do you think that, the effects of climate change may be felt by all countries?

 Ans: 1. The effects of climate change like global warming, increase of mean sea level, degradation

    of Ozone layer  Etc., are not limited to one particular country.

2. Every country has to face these negative impacts. Hence the effects of climatic change may

     be felt by all countries.

27. “Latitudinal differences causes for the variations in temperature” comment on this statement?

1. As we move away from the equator towards the poles, the average annual temperature

   decreases. It means the intensity of temperature depends on the latitudes.

2. The temperature of the atmosphere at a particular place near the earth’s surface depends

    upon the insulation received at that location.

3. The insolation of a place is more intense in the low latitudes than in the higher latitudes.

4. In India, the southern part lies in the tropical belt closer t the equator, has higher average

    temperature than the northern part.
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28. Distinguish the relationship between land and water in the extension of tempearature?

1. In an any area, the important factor which has an influence on climate is the land and water

    relationship.

2. The ocean absorbs and loses heat more slowly than land.

3. This affects climate in many ways, one of this is the formation of land and sea breezes.

4. A large part of southern India, because of its long coast line, comes under the moderating

    influence of the sea.

5. As such the difference between the temperature of day and night and that of summer and

    winter is not much, which is known as equible climate.

6. For these reasons Vizag has cool climate than Guntur.

29. Discuss the organisation of monsoons in India?

1. The climate of India is strongly influenced by the monsoon winds.

2. Arab traders named the regular periodic riversal wind system as “monsoons”

3. The monsoons forms in the tropical area approximately between 200N and 200S latitudes.

4. The heavy moisture winds f the Indian ocean flow to the equatorial low pressure belt and

    change their  direction towards the Indian- sub continent.

5. These winds blow from the south west direction, hence these are called southwest monsoons.

6. These formed into two branches and reach India by the begining of June which is known as

   onset of  monsoon.

7. They gradually spread over the entire country in four to five weeks.

8. The high pressure winds in the Bay of Bengal blow to the equator and change their direction

    towards the coramandal coast of south India, which are called north-east monsoons.

9. Due to these winds, the Tamilnadu region of Coramandal coast and the Deccan part of Andhra

    Pradesh regions affects with the periodic cyclonic depressions and receives the bulk of rainfall

                during the month of October and November.

30.  Illustrate the various causes for the global warming?

1. Much of the global warming has been caused due to the industrial revolution.

2. The activities of the human beings are causing for the present global warming.

3. Deforestation is carried out to obtain the fire wood and timber for the domestic uses of the

    human beings. Due to this atmospheric imbalances are raised which causes for the global

    warming.

4.Corbon di oxide and corbon monoxide gasses are produced due to the heavy utilisation of fuels

   caused for the increase of temperatures on earth surface.

5. Chlorofluoro corbons have been releasing heavily due to the driving of motor vehicles and using

    the fossil fuels.

6. Industrial solvants, mining process, heavy constructions, researches on nuclear  energy etc

    are affecting the environment which caused for the global warming.
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31.  State the disagreements between developed and developing countries about AGW.

1. An international organisation was formed to discuss and minimise the anthropogenic global

    warming, which is called Inter-Governmental panel on climate change (IPCC)

2. It has held many conferences to work out a treaty among the nations of the world.

3. This organisation put on effort to form an agreement by all countries, to reduce their

emission of green house gases.

4. There are many disagreeements between developed and developing countries.

5. Developed countries suggested to the developing countries to reduce or cut down the

burning coal  and other activities which add green house gases to the atmosphere.

6. The developing countries argue that their development will be seriously damaged if they don’t burn

7. The developing countries also argue that the developed countries should do their fair share

of work to  find alternatives, which help the developing countries to progress. Because of this

reason the conferences of IPCC are not getting any success in reducing the global warming.

32. Suggest the various measures to minimise the influence of the global warming?

Measures to minimise the influencing of the global warming.

1. By reducing the use of fossil fuels

2. By encouraging the use of non-conservable energy.

3. By helping afforestation

4. By controlling the release of CFC’s

5. By avoiding the use of fertilisers

6. By recycling industrial waste.

Following the above methods, global warming can be slowly minimized.

7. What are the several factors that influence our Indian weather?

The several factors that influence our Indian weather:

1. There is a rise of 20C in the average temperature may appear to be small, it would result in a rise

of one meter in sea levels.

2. This would affect large portions of our coastal areas. Millions of people would have to be shifted

by losing their livelyhood.

3. Many of the families came to Kolkata in search of work, after the Aila super- cyclone ravaged

Sundarban’s in 2009

4.  The other effect would be on rainfall. This is likely to be more erratic and led to greater

 imbalances.

5. Some places receive excess rainfall, where as others would get less than normal, hence the

d. roughts  and floods are expected to increase.

This would greatly affect the agriculture pattern and livelihood of the people.
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5. INDIAN RIVERS AND WATER RESOURCES

33.  In which place has the water level gone in your area? What are the reasons for the reduction of

water level according to your opinion?

Ans: 1. Ground water is a highly useful and often abundant resource.

2. We are extracting more water than the recharge rate.

3. As a consequence, wells must be drilled deeper to reach the ground water.

4. Agriculture is mostly depend on ground water.

5. Today ground water is extracting for industrial and household purpose also.

6. The amount of water that percolates into the soil has also declined due to the cutting down

    the forests.

7. Plastic waste also cause for the reduction of water levels.

8. Soaking pits are not maintained properly.

 These are the reasons for the reduction of water levels.

34. Identify and list the arguments that would support or oppose use of ground water in various

contexts, such as agriculture, industry etc.

 Arguments that would support the use of ground water for agriculture and industry: 

1. Agriculture and industry both are essential for a nation’s development.

2. Groundwater is the lifeblood of agriculture and industry.

3. Only surface water is not sufficient to meet our needs in agriculture and industry.

4. The use of ground water is compulsory to meet the needs of increasing population.

5. People living in the areas where there are no rivers and adequate rainfall, must

compulsorily use the ground water.

6. So the use of ground water is inevitable in various contexts, such as agriculture and

industry.

Arguments that would oppose the use of ground water for agriculture and industry:  

1. Ground water is not a renewable resource. So we should conserve it.

2. Already there is an alarming tone of declining ground water levels.

3. Due to the over extraction many bore wells dried up.

4. In so many areas in India even the drinking water is not available sufficiently.

5. If the use of the ground water is not restricted water wars may occur in future.

6. So the use of ground water should be restricted in various contexts, such as agriculture

and industry.

35. In what ways is water bought and sold in your area and for what purposes? Do you think there

should be some checks and balances for this?

Ans: 1. Water is bought and sold for agricultural purposes in our area due to the drought.

2. For industrial purposes also water is bought and sold.
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3. People bought and sold water for drinking and domestic purposes.

4. To control the misuse of water and water business there should be some checks and

balances.

36.  Which aspects of farming practices were regulated in the context of Hiware Bazar to improve

the water conservation?

Ans: 1. Ban on bore wells for irrigation.

2. No water intensive crops like sugar cane.

3. Ban on rabi crop during inadequate rainfall.

4. maintainance and usage of rainfall data for crop planning.

5. diversification of crops.

37.    Should ground-water regulation be primarily community-led as in the case of Hiware Bazar?

Ans: 1) Yes, Groundwater regulation should be primarily community led such as Hiware Bazar.

2) It should be supervised by the government strictly.

3) Because ground water should be considered as common pool of resource.

4) Need some norms to regulate and use the ground water like Hiware Bazar.

5) The successful efforts of Hiware Bazar should become wide spread.

38. Write your comment on the judicial way of using and equal distribution of groundwater and

suggest  few measures in this regard.

 Ans: Today underground water is the major source of water for people.

1. When there is so much extraction, it affects the stock of water that would be available

for future generations.

2. Therefore the land owners cannot be allowed to extract as much as they wish from

their land.

3. There should be some restrictions.

4. These restrictions will be acceptable if we first delink the connection between

ownership of land and water  drawn through tube wells on the land.

39. Discuss about 5% of water is used for domestic purposes and yet a large section of the

population doesn’t have access to the water.

Ans: 1. Wter supply is a state responsibility under the Indian constitution

2. Depleting ground water table and deteriorating ground water quality are threatening the

   sustainability of both rural and urban water supply in many parts of India.

3. A number of innovative approaches to improve water supply have been tested in India.

4. The supply of water to cities that depend on surface water is threatened by pollution,

    increasing water scarcity and conflicts among the users.

5. In some coastal areas sea water desalination is being an important source of drinking water

    supply.
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6. Water touches every aspects of life in India. Uncertainity, over access to the availability of

    this basic resource may be reaching crisis levels due to population growth, growth in

    Industrial sector etc.

7. There is a bad need of river linking in India.

40.   70% of our surface water resources are polluted. What causes of water pollution?

Ans: 1.Sewage and waste water: Sewage and garbage and liquid waste of households, agriculture lands

                and factories are discharged into lakes and rivers. Those wastes contain harmful chemicals and

    toxins which makes the water poisonous for aquatic animas and plants.

2. Dumping: Dumping of solid wastes and litters in water bodies causes huge problems.

    Different things take different times to degrade in water.

 3. Industrial waste: Industrial waste is discharged int lakes and rivers by using fresh water

      drinking. The water contaminated.

 4.  Oil pollution: Sea water gets polluted due to oil spilled from ships and tankers while

     travelling.

5. Acid rain: Acid rain is rain that contains large amounts of harmful chemicals from factories,

    gases and that damages trees, crops and buildings.

6. Global warming: A gradual increase in world temperatures caused by polluting gases such

    as CO 2 which are collecting in the air around the earth that results in death of aquatic plants

    and animals.

7. Eutrophication: This results in bloom of algae in water and depletes the oxygen in water,

    which negetively affects fish & Other aquatic animal population.

41.    What are the different inflows and outflow processes in the context of water resources?

Ans:  Inflows:

1. For any area inflow- precipitation+ Surface flow+ Ground water flow.

2. Surface water means water in the lakes, ponds, streams, rivers and canals.

3. Ground water flow is difficult to estimate. But it can be done.

4. Precipitation includes snow, dew and hail etc.

A small region such as a village may receive water through canals pipelines etc. This has to be

added to the amount of rainfall to get an idea of the total inflow for the village. However it is more

difficult to get an idea of ground water inflows but by observing the general slope of the land we

can guess the possible direction of the flow.

Outflows:

Evapotraspiration: 1. Evaporation takes place all the time in water bodies.

  2. Living things also give off water into the atmosphere which is known as

      transpiration.

The total amount of water added to the atmsphere from both evaporation and transpiration is called

asevapotranspiration.
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6. POPULATION

42.   Distinguish between population growth and population change? (Understanding)

Ans. Population growth:

 The population growth is the change in a population overtime and can be

qualified as the change in the number of individuals of any species in a population using “per unit

five” for measurement.

Population change:

The population change refers to change in the number of people during the specific  time.  Population

change is the difference in the size of a population between the end and the beginning of a

given time period.

43. How does Literacy impact development?

Ans. 1. Low literacy rates reduce development

2. People who are educated are more able to become doctors and lawyers and set up business.

3. Literacy improve scientific thinking and reduce superstitions.

4. People earn better income, having well paid jobs.

5. Low literacy reducing its overall development for that period of time.

6. If a country has a lower literacy rate, then it will have a negative impact on the country’s

    economy.

44. What are the reasons for high population density in West Bengal and low population density in

       Arunachala Pradesh?

Ans:  1. West Bengal is located in fertile deltas of River Ganga.

2. It supports agriculture and industrial development and suitable for living.

3. Arunachal Pradesh is in hilly terrain and covered by snow in vast areas.

4. So, it is no suitable for human habitation and have low density of population.

7. PEOPLE AND SETTLEMENTS
45.  How did human life style change with settlement?

Ans: 1. People organised their lives around patterns of agriculture observed in nature.

2. Now there is no need to travel over large areas to obtain food.

3. Different kinds of professions such as weaving and pottery get emerged.

4. Now the production is aimed at marketing along with consumption.

    Now they got the time to speculate on other things.

46. Increasing urbanization is not just about greater opportunities for people and economy. It also

results in many problems.

- Express your attitude on the consequences of urbanization.

Ans:  There are a lot of problems occurring in the urban areas. They are:
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1. Scarcity of space,

2. Slum areas increasing

3. Air, Water, Soil pollution would be increased,

4. Traffic problem,

5. Housing problem,

6. Food items and other commodities

7. Sewage and garbage problem,

8. Plastic usage would be increased.

Urbanization is one of the indicators of development. So the governments have to take necessary

precautionary  measures to avoid the problems while increasing of towns and cities. Otherwise it leads to

under development.

47.  Taking into consideration the past history and the present timings, state the causes for the

escalation of population in Visakhapatnam according to your observation?

Ans. 1) Visakhapatnam is a sea port.

2) Visakhapatnam has well developed transport facilities.

3) People migrate very much to Visakhapatnam.

4) Education and Employment facilities are more in Visakhapatnam.

48.   How did human life styles change with settlements?

Ans: 1. Early humans hunted and gathered their food that is why they were called hunter gatherers.

They were   nomadic i.e. they kept moving from place to place. After a long time, owing to changes

in the obtaining of  food. Some bands took to the deliberate production of food-agriculture. This way was

only 10,000 years ago.

2. Practices of agriculture, was a cause to sedentary life style.

3. As agriculture progressed, people organised their life around patterns observed in nature. For

example, the seasonal cycles, how to predict climatic conditions, how toplan the timings of cropping

practices and so on. They also had time to speculate on other things, the movement of heavenly bodies, for

example.

4. Population size also increased as population increased. There was more specialisation weavers,

patterns, metal workers and other professions emerged. Rulers began to encourage craft persons to settle

in urban areas. Urban settlements i.e. towns where people didnot work in agriculture expanded.

5. As settlements became larger, they also became more complex because there were more functions to

be expanded.

49.   What are the reasons for the increasing of people in Delhi?

1. Population in Delhi is increased due to migration of people

2. Over the decades, the city has attracted people from all parts of India as they migrated in

search of livelihood, jobs etc.
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3. As the capital of the country, with the parliament and central government offices, there are

people from all parts living in the city.

4. This settlements has changed the composition and settlement patterns of the city.

50. What is meant by master plan? explain it?

1. Every city usually has a master plan to design and allocate different types of areas.

2. In any cities there should be housing areas, markets, schools, Industrial areas, office areas,

    parks and recreational areas and so on.

3. Based on this planners can decide what type of roads? How much water or electricity? How to

dispose waste? How to clean sewage etc would be necessary.

4. By observing this the city had decided the development organisation function.

51.   What are the Aerotropolis cities in India?

1. Bangalore international airport (Karnataka)

2. Indira Gandhi international airport (Delhi)

3. Rajiv Gandhi international airport (Hyderabad)

52.  Name some international airports present in other countries?

Some international airports are:

1. Suvarnabhoomi international airport (Bangkok)

2. Dubai international airport (Dubai)

3. London international airport (London)

4. Cairo international airport (Egypt)

53.   What are the problems cause due to urbanisation?

1. The growing urban population has to be housed. It needs water supply, sewage and waste

disposal, transportation and many other things.

2. All these result in environmental stress.

3. As the urban population increases vehicles also increases causing air population

4. That causes climatic conditions, health problems etc.

5. Because of over population, control of traffic in cities is very difficult.

54.   Define site and situation features? Give one examples for each of them from the place you live in?

Site : Site refers to the characterisitcs of a place its topography, altitude, water characteristics

type of sails  security, shelter from natural force and so on.

Example of site characteristics of our town KURNOOL are

1. Fertile black soil

2. Moderate rainfall

3. Forest resources

Situations: Place do not remain in isolation. They are in some way connected to other

places situation describes, the connections with other places.

Examples of situation are:
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1. Kurnool  is very near to Srisailam

2. It lies by NH 18 Highway

3. Establishment of many industries.

55.   Why the settlements are changed?

Settlements change for many reasons. They are:

1. For livelihood opportunities they are moving

2. For the sake of studies, Jobs and good facilities people are moving to big towns and cities.

3. For the sake of good health services they are moving to towns.

4. Salaried persons get transfer every time because of that they are moving to another places.

5. For the sake of business they are moving to cities

6. The people shift to unfertile land areas to fertile land areas.

7. For the sake of coaching in jobs and studies people are migrating.

8. Now-a-days joint families are divided into small families so they are moving to big cities.

For above reasons settlements are changed

8.PEOPLE AND MIGRATION

56. Define migration. What are the criteria used by the Census of India ?

Ans: 1. Moving from his birth place to other places in search of employment is called migration.

2. Census of India uses two criteria for identifying migrants,

3. They are    a)  Birth place – place where the person was born.

        b) Last usual place of residence – a place where the person had stayed

continuously for a period of six months or more

57.  In urban areas, what are the common sectors of the economy in which migrants from the rural

areas find employment? Give examples.

Ans:  In urban areas unorganised sector is the common sector of the economy in which migrants

from the rural areas  find employment.

Examples:

          The workers in small scale industry, casual workers in construction, trade and transport etc., and

those who work  as street vendors, head load workers, garment makers, rag pickers etc.

58. What is internal migration, international migration and seasonal migration ?

Ans:     a) migrations from one place to other within the country is called internal migration.

b) migrations from one country to other countries is called international migration.

c) seasonal migration taking place in particular season only. It is mostly from rural to rural    areas.
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59.   What are the problems faced by migrant labourers from viilages to cities?

Ans: 1. They have to face problem for proper shelter and settlement.

2.They may be required references for jobs.

3.As they have to work in un-organised sector, they have no job security and other incentives.

4.They have to spend more on food.

 60. “Though there has been an increase in urbanisation, the necessity of providing basic

infrastructure that can support this growth is  missing.” What is your opinion on the conditions

of urban poor people?

Ans: 1) Urban poor people can not get pure drinking water and sanitation facilities.

2) They may not get nutritious food.

3) They don’t have proper shelter.

4) They may not get Education and Health facilities. So urban poor people living in miserable

conditions.

61. What is the meaning of international migration? Identify the reasons and consequences of it.

Ans: Migration of the people from one country to other country due to various reasons is called

“international migration”.

Reasons : 1.For higher education

2.For better employment opportunities

3.For business needs

Consequences:

1.Financial conditions of the migrant families improve.

2.They are able to pay back loans and buy assets.

3.Changes occur in their life style.

.Brain drain has become a major hazard to the progress of country’s economy.

62. What are the problems of internal and international migrants ?

1.  What are the problems of internal and international migrants ?

Ans: I. Problems of internal migrants :-

1. They cannot get food grains from fair price shops.

2. They suffer from health problems and are prone to diseases.

3. Accidents are common in industrial areas.

4. They do not have crèche facilities.

5. Children are not able to continue their studies

II. Problems of international migrants :-

1. They are not paid salaries

2. They are paid less than the agreed salary

3. The agents cheat the prospective workers

4. The agents collect more than prescribed fee
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5. The employers terminate the job contract before its expiry and manipulate the job

contracts also

6. They are forced to work overtime without making additional payments

7. Deny permission to keep one’ own passport

63.  What do you suggest to overcome the problems of foreign migrants?

Ans: 1) Foreign migrants should know the Laws of the particular country.

 2) They should understand the country’s physical and climatic conditions.

 3) They have to get Visa and Passport legally.

4) They should not go to the countries which have terrorism and conflicts.

64. Why are only unskilled workers from India wanted in West Asian countries?

Ans. 1. West Asian countries need the unskilled workers to work in their factories and manufacturing

units at low salaries.

2. These countries have plenty of oil mines.

3. Digging oil from the wells and other activities need unskilled workers.

4. These employees work on large scale with low salaries.

9.RAMPUR –A VILLAGE ECONOMY

65.  What are the reasons for multiple cropping in rural area?

Ans. 1. Insurance against the vagaries of weather

2. Diseases and pests is a major reason

3. Fertile soil

4. Minimizing soil erosion

5. Which are some of the serious drawbacks of mono-cultural farming.

66.  Why do so many families of farmers cultivate such small plots of land?

Ans.  1. The upper caste families own majority of the land in the village

2. Not all the people engaged in agriculture have sufficient land for cultivation

3. They have land extending over 10 hectares or more

. Farmer social status

5. Cultivation of such plots doesn’t bring adequate income to the farmer family

6. Even these small plots were divided among sons when father was dead.

67.  What do the arrows indicate? would you agree that distribution of cultivated land is unequal in

India? Explain.

Ans.  1. The arrows indicate that 87% of the total farmers are cultivating only 48% of the total cultivated land.

 2. The remaining 13% of the farmers are cultivating the remaining 52% of the land.

3. This indicates that there is no equal distribution of land among farmers

4. I would agree that the distribution of cultivated land is unequal in India.

\
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10. GLOBALISATION

68.   What is the impact of globalization in India?

Advantages :- 1. great advantage to consumers.

2. people with education, skill and wealth have benefited.

3. there is greater choice.

4. quality is improved.

5. lower prices.

6. higher standards of living.

7. availability of new jobs in industrial and service sectors.

8. local companies, supplying raw materials, have benefited

Disadvantages :-1. the workers are not benefited as producers are benefited.

2. small   producers have perished.

3. wealthiest people are benefited.

4. whether it leads to cultural homogenization or diversity.

5. tribal people, poor families, landless workers, women, uneducated have been worst hit.

6. gradual dilution of feeling of nationalism.

7. some languages are neglected and some are on the verge of extinction.

8.denying of democratic and labour rights.

9. destruction of environment.

10. domination of rich countries on other countries

69. How to make globalization more fair? 2. How to make globalization more fair ?

Ans: 1. The government can play a major role.

2. The government policies must protect the interests not only of the rich and powerful

but all the people in  country.

3. Labour laws should be implemented properly.

4. The govt. should support small producers to improve their performance till the time

they become Strong  enough to compete.

5. If necessary, the govt. can use trade and investment barriers.

6. The govt. can negotiate with the WTO for fairer rules.

7. It can also align with other developing countries with similar interest to fight against the

domination of developed countries in the WTO.

 8. Participation of the people in the struggle or campaigns will help for fair globalization

70. What were the reasons for putting barriers to foreign trade and foreign investment by the Indian

Government? Why  did it wish to remove these barriers?

Ans: Reasons for putting barriers to foreign trade and investment:
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1) The Indian government, after Independence, had put barriers to foreign trade and foreign

investment.

2) This was considered necessary to protect the producers within the country from foreign

competition.

3) Industries were just coming up after independence, and competition from imports at the stage

would not have allowed these industries to survive.

4) Giving protection to domestic producers through a variety of means.

Reasons to remove trade barriers:

1) Some far reaching changes in policy were made in India.

2) The government decided that the time had come for Indian producers to compete with

producers around the globe.

3) It felt that competition would improve the performance of producers.

4) Due to the competition prices of the goods have to decrease and benefit the common people.

2. It has benefited the producers with huge wealth and well-off consumers.

3. But the small producers and workers have seen their employment and workers’ rights erode.

4. Globalisation should be fairer. It has to create opportunities for all.

5. The government has to play a major role in making this possible.

6. The government has to ensure that labour laws are properly implemented and the workers get

their rights.

71.  How many types of movements within international economic exchanges ?1. How many types of

movements within international economic exchanges ?

Ans: international economic exchanges are of 3 types, they are :

1. flow of trade in goods and services

2. flow of labour (migration of people)

3. flow of capital (FDI – Foreign Direct Investment)

72. What are called trade barrier ?2. What is called trade barrier ?

Ans: The restrictions imposed by the govt. to increase or decrease (regulate) the foreign trade. Here

restrictions mean,

1. what kind of goods to imported or exported

2. how much of goods to be imported or   exported

3. how much of taxes to be imposed29. What is economic liberalization.

73. What is economic liberalisation?

Ans:  Removing barriers or restrictions imposed on foreign trade and investment by the government

is called liberalization.  It facilitates,
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1. goods can be imported or exported easily

2. foreign companies (MNCs) could set up factories and offices.

74. What are the needs of small producers in India to compete better in the market ?

Ans: 1. better roads, power, water, raw materials, marketing and information net work.

2. improved and modern technology.

3. timely availability of credit at reasonable interest.

11. FOOD SECURITY

75. The Indian Government came out with a new Law in 2013 called the National Food Security Act to

legalize People’s right   to food.What do you suggest to implement this Act ?

Ans: Suggestions to implement the National Food Security Act-2013 :

1)  Public Distribution System should work properly.

2)  Government should encourage high yielding food crops.

3) Government should provide subsidy to the food products.

4)  To face the drought Government provide godown facilities

76. “Central and State Governments purchases one-third of food grains from farmers. Through

different programmes, these food grains are distributed to people.” Do you think that the public

distribution system managed by the governmentis providing proper food security? Express your

opinion in an elaborate manner.

Ans:1.Yes I think that the public distribution system managed by the government is providing

         proper food  security.

 2. Studies indicate that Southern states of India have a good record in public distribution

         system.

3. Public distribution system provides food grains to poor people with low cost.

4. The Anthyodaya cardholders are entitled to get 35 kgs of food grains per month per family.

5. Low income families is entitled 5 kgs of food grains per month at subsidies rates.

77.   Interpret the relation between the PDS and food security?

Ans:

1. People get food grains at reasonable prices through public distribution system.

2. Government ensures it through Food Corporation of India.

3. The Government should take suitable measures to reduce lapses in distribution and ensures

benefit to the target groups.
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4. The various concepts of PDS like Anganwadis, Mid-day meals and fair price shops etc., provide

food security to the different low income groups.

5. Thus there is a close relation between the PDS and food security.

78.  In what ways, agricultural bio-diversification is useful to Indian farmers? Explain.

Ans: 1) Due to the Bio-diversification the usage of chemical fertilizers and pesticides would be

reduced.

2) Availability of pest predators causes quality food grains.

3) Soil fertility would be increased.

4) The spread of pests would be controlled.

5) The quality of production would be increased.

6) Farmers produce a number of crops rather than only one or two crops.

7) Income of the farmers would be increased.

8) Furthermore, production levels can be maintained similar to modern agricultural

                methods.

79. How do you justify the statement: “Public Distribution system can ensure food security for

people” ?

Ans: 1. Ration shops are important means for people to access food grains in India.

2. Most of the poor depend on PDS for purchase of their staple food grains.

3. PDS ensures food grains along with pulses and oils to the people at low prices.

4. Even among the poor, the very poor get more quantity of food grains through PDS.

      80. If the food grain production is affected because of natural calamity, in what ways can the Government

ensure higher availability of food grains?

Ans: 1) The FCI releases the buffer stock.

2) By bringing supplies from other areas.

3) Through a universal PDS system, the low cost food grains would be available.

4) The Anthyodaya Card holders are entitled to get 35 Kgs. of food grains per month per family.

12. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

81. Why did the people of Jalasindhi village refuse to move out of the village ?

Ans. People of Jalasindi village refuse to move because :

1) Jalasindhi village people have attachment with that village and forest.

2) They feel forest is their mother, friend, doctor and bank.

3) They don’t know about the town culture and they feel insecurity.

4) If they moved to other places they have to face unemployment and face problems.
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82.  How does the life style of people influence the environment? What are your suggestions to

protect the environment?

Ans:1. Now a days man decided to enjoy his life.

2. He doesn’t take even a cloth bag to bring vegetables. He use polythine covers.

3. Plastic pollution is very dangerous to the environment.

4. Use of vehicles, Refregirators, Air Conditioners increased and they are damaging

    environment and pesticides pollute land, water and air.

Suggestions to protect the environment :

1. Reduce plastic usage.

2. Use bicycles for short distances.

3. Reduce chemical fertilizers, encourage bio-fertilizers.

4. Encourage plantation.

83. “Land is required for production of goods in urban areas” In what ways is the use of land different

from rural areas?

Ans:

1. In rural areas major land is used for agriculture purpose only.

2. But in urban areas it is used for commercial purposes.

3. The land is also used for construction of hospitals, roads bus stops, shopping malls, parks,

theatres and educational institutions.

4. For the establishment of factories, industries etc., to produce the goods and services land is

used in the urban areas.

Hence the use of land differs from the rural areas to urban areas.

    84.  Environment protection is not just crucial for those communities directly affected but for all of

us. Explain with few examples.

Ans: 1) For most of the rural communities, the link between the environment and the lives of the people

is very strong.

2) Access to the environment serves a large number of their needs like food, firewood, fodder and

many other  economically valuable articles.

3) Because of displacement, pollution or destroy of environment, the poor will be affected a lot

    and they are the  greatest losers.

4) The question of environment and sustainability is intimately connected to the issue of equity.

5) If environment is not protected properly all the people will face the problem of fodder to their

   livestock and problem of scanty rainfall
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STUDY METERIAL FOR SOCIAL STUDIES PAPER-1
AS2,   AS3,  &  AS5  QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

ACADAMIC STANDARD-2:

1. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow

In India the first census was taken in 1872. The first complete census however was taken in 1881.

Since then censuses have been held regularly every tenth year. India’s population as of 2011 is 12, 101,

93,422. Out of these 1210 million people, 623, 724, 248 are men and 586, 469, 174 are women.

A. a) When was the first census taken?

A.In India the first census was taken in 1872

b) When was the first complete census taken?

A. The first complete census was taken in 1881.

c) When have the census has been held?

A. The censuses have been held regularly every tenth year.

d) What is India’s population of 2011?

A. 121, 01, 93, 422.

2. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow.

1. Birth rate is the number of live births per thousand persons in a year. In 1997, the birth rate in

India was 29.

This means that for every 1000 people living in the country during that year 29 live births took place.

2. Death rate is the number of deaths per thousand persons in a year. For the year 1992, for every

1000 persons living at that time 10 people died during the year. There fore 19 people for every 1000 was the

addition during the year. This number can be expressed as a percentage i.e 1.9% Hence we say that the

populatin growth rate was 1.9% for the year ‘1992.

a) What is birth rate?

Birth rate is the number of live births per thousand persons in a year.

b)  What was the birth rate in 1992 in India?

It was 29

c) What wasthe death rate?

Death rate is the number of deaths per thousand persons in a year.

d)  What was the death rate in 1992?

It was 10 per thousand
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3. . Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow.

The third component of population change in migration is the movement of people across regions

and territories. Migration can be internal or international. International migrations does not change the size

of the population. But influence the distribution of population  within the nation plays a very significant role

in changing the composition and distribution of population.

a)  What is the third component of population change

  The third component of population change is migration

b)  What is migration?

 Migration is the movement of people across regions and territories.

c) What are the kinds of migration?

1. International migration

s2. Internal migration

4.   Read the given paragraph and ansrver the question’

“Studies indicate that Southern states of India have a good record in public distribution system.

Notably, these are the states that have followed a universal PDS system which means that low cost food

grains would be available to all. This is in contrast to other states where poor families have been identified

and food grains are sold to at different prices to poor and non-poor. Even among the poor, the very poor have

different entitlements, or guarantees for access.

Q.  How can you say that the Southern states of India have a good record in public distribution system?

Ans: 1. The states should have followed a universal PDS system which means that low cost food

     grains would be  available to all.

2. states have been identified  the poor families and food grains are sold to at different prices

    to poor and non-poor.

3.  The Public Distribution System  should  guarantee for access of food for all.  Even among

     the poor, the very poor  have different entitlements.

4. The Southern states of India have a good record in public distribution system  than to the

                other north Indian States.

5. Read the following paragraph and answer the question.

People migrate from rural areas mainly due to insufficient employment opportunities and inadequate

income available in rural employment. People also migrate with the expectation of higher incomes and more

opportunities for family members and may be better services.

Q.  Why do people migrate from Rural to Urban areas?

Ans: 1. People migrate from rural areas mainly due to insufficient employment opportunities and

   inadequate income available in rural employment.
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  2. They also migrate with the expectation of higher incomes and more opportunities for

   family members and may be  better services.

6.  Read the following paragraph and answer the following question :

“When males leave their families, this is also a major challenge for Women who have to take care

of  all the responsibilities of  the family and elderly people who need care. Young girls in such families are

required to take care of siblings and many of  them become dropouts.

 Q.  What is the effect on girls if the Head of the family migrates ?

Ans:  1) Girls in migrate families are required to take care of siblings.

 2) Young girls should involve in the house hold works and cooking also.

 3) They have to do agricultural works also.

 4) Because of family responsibilities they may not concentrate on education and they become

    dropouts.

7.   Read the following paragraph and answer the following question :

Today, Delhi is the second largest city with more than 1,60,00,000 people. In 1951 this was near

20,00,000.  During the last 60 years it has grown 8 times. This rise in population was mostly due to in-

migration.

Q. What is  the population of Delhi  today? According to your opinion,

  Ans: 1 crore and 60 lakhs

Q.  what might be the main reasons for the population increase?

Ans.  i. Migration, Employment facilities, Education & Health facilities.

ACADAMIC STANDARD-3:

1 Study the following table and answer the questions that given below.

Table : 4 Some Comparative data of Select State

a) What do you mean by literacy rate?

Ans: The number of literates per every 100 persons in the population is known as literacy rate.

b) In which state the net attendance is highest?

Ans: Himachal Pradesh

c)  What could be the reason for the highest, Literacy rate in Himachal Pradesh?

State IMR per 1000 
(2006) 

Literacy rate (%) 
(2011) 

Net Attendance  
Rate (2006) 

Punjab 42    77 76 
Himachal Pradesh 36 84 90 

Bihar 62 64 56 
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Ans: 1. Both the government of Himachal Pradesh and the people of the state were keen on
education.

2. The government started schools and made sure that education was largely free, or costs
very little for parents.

3. Further, it tried to ensure that these schools had at least the minimum facilities of teachers,

classrooms,  toilets, drinking water, etc.

4. Among the Indian states, Himachal Pradesh has the distinction of one of the highest  spending from the

government budget on education for each child.

d)  In which state the IMR is least?

Ans: Himachal Pradesh

2. Fill up the pyramid (hierarchy) of different settlements in India and mention the size of its

population.

Indian settlements in hierarchy

1. Mega City – more than 10 million people
2. Metropolitan City – 1 million to 10 million people
3. Cities – 1 lakh to 1 million people
4. Towns  –  5000 to 1 lakh people
5. Revenue Village – a village with defined borders.
6. Hamlets – a group of houses within the revenue village.

3.    Answer the questions by studying the data given below.
Population of Visakapatnam

Year Population %change

1901    40,892    —
1911    43,414 +6.2%
1921   44,711 +3.0%
1931   57,303 +28.2%
1941  70,243 +22.6%
1951           1,08,042 +53.8%
1961                                     2,11,190 +95.5%
1971                                     3,63,467‘ +72.1%
1981                                     6,03,630  +66.1%
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1991                                     7,52,031                                   +24.6%
2001                                    13,45,938                                   +78.97%
2011                                       20,35,690   +51.2%

Q. (i) In Which decade, the change in the population percentage is less?

Ans:    1981-91

 (ii) What are the reasons for increasing population in Visakhapatnam?

Ans: 1. Visakhapatnam is a port city.

2. Employment opportunities.

3. Migration from other places

4. Observe the Table  and answer the following questions.

Q.
(i) Would you agree that the distribution of cultivated land is unequal in India?
Ans:  Yes I agree, in India 87% of small farmers have only 48% of lands for cultivation.
ii). Why do so many families of farmers cultivate such small plots of land?
Ans:  All the people engaged in agriculture have not sufficient land for cultivation; the available land
should be share by each farmer. Hence  many families cultivate in small pieces  of  land.

5.  Read the table given below and answer the following questions

1.  Which of these data are for rising and setting times for the Sun at Ahmadabad and Imphal? Explain
your reason?

Ans:    Reason:-

1. Imphal ( 93: E) is located to the east of Ahmedabad ( 72: E) .
2. So, Sun rises in the Imphal first.
3. The time difference between Imphal and Ahmadabad is  84 minutes.

2.  According to the given table below, which area is the eastern side?
 Ans. Imphal

6. Study the following graph and answer the given questions.

Typ e of Farmers Size of Plots  Percentage 
of Farmers 

Percentage of  
Cu lt ivated Area 

 
Sm al l farm ers Less than 2 ha. 87% 48% 

 
Medium  and Large 

farm ers 
 

M ore than 2 ha. 13% 52% 
 

 

 

P la c e  S u n  r is in g  S u n  s e tt in g  
1 .  I m p h a l 5 : 5 9  1 6 : 3 7  

2 . A h m a d a b a d  7 : 2 0  1 8 : 0 5  
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(a) In which year, the highest sex-ratio was recorded ?

Ans: 1951.

(b) Identify the reasons for low sex-ratio in India.
 Ans: 1. Gender Bias.  2. Superstitions
7. Observe the graph given below and answer the following questions.
Q. (a) What does the above graph explain?

Ans: It explains the Sex ratio of India from 1951 to 2011.

(b) In which year, the least sex ratio is recorded?

Ans: The least sex ratio recorded in 1991.

(c) How was the sex ratio calculated?

Ans: The sex ratio is calculated as the number of females per 1000 males in the population.

(d) How many times the female number is recorded more than 935?

Ans: 3 times.

8. Read the table given below and answer the following questions

Q.  (a) What are the works done only by male workers?

Ans: Ploughing

(b) What are the works done only by female workers?

Ans: Transplanting, Picking cotton

(c) In which works, the wages are different for male and female?

Ans: Sowing, weeding, Harvesting, Winnowing, Threshing.

(d) What are the reasons for paying less wages to female workers than male workers.

Ans: The concept existing in the society is that the women do less work then men.

9. Convert the information given below into a pie-chart (rough diagram). Write your observation.

ANS: Observation: While major part of land (52%) is under control of medium and large farmers,
minor part of land (48%) is under the control of small farmers.

10 . Answer the following questions basing on the table

 Ploughing Sowing Weeding Transplanting Harvesting Winnowing Threshing Picking 
cotton 

Male 214 197 215 - 164 168 152 - 

Female - 152 130 143 126 124 118 136 

 

Ty pe of  Fa rm ers  S ize of P lots  P e rce nta ge 
of Farm e rs 

Pe rce nta ge  of  
Cu lt iv a ted  Are a  

S ma ll farm e rs  Le ss th an  2 h a. 8 7%  48 %  

M ed ium  an d L arge  
farme rs Mo re  th an  2 h a. 1 3%  52 %  
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Q 1. What are the works doing by male alone?

Ans:  ploughing, sowing, weeding, harvesting, winnowing, threshing

2. What are the works doing by female alone?

Ans: sowing, weeding, harvesting, winnowing, threshing and picking cotton

3. In which works there are differences in wages between male and female?

Ans: all works of farming

4. Why male is paid  higher wages than female?

Ans: differences in their physical potentiality

11.Bar Graph :- Make a table for the following graph and answer the question

1. Generally which type of urban expansion is more?

 Ans: Natural increase

2. How many times increased the urban population from 1961 to 2011?

Ans: 3 times

12. Observe the Pie graph and answer the following questions

 1 96 1-71  19 71 -8 1 1 98 1-91  1 99 1-
20 0 1 2 00 1-11  

Na tu ra l in cre ase  2 0 m i 26  m i 3 5 m i 40  mi 4 0 m i 
Du e to d ecla ra tion  

an d  e xpa n sion  5  m i 14  m i 8  m i 13  mi 2 9 m i 

Mig ra tio n fro m ru ra l 
to u rb an  6  m i 10  m i 1 3 m i 14  mi 2 2 m i 

T otal  3 1 m i 50  mi 5 6 m i 67  mi 9 1 m i 
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Q. What do the arrows indicate? Would you agree that the distribution of cultivated land is unequal
in India?  Explain.

1. the arrow marks indicate that distribution of land among the farmers.
2. 87 % of small farmers cultivate only 48 % of land.
3. 13 % of medium and large farmers cultivate 52 % of land.
4. more number of people cultivate less land and less number of people cultivate more land.
    It shows that unequal  distribution of land in India.
5. Reasons are :- 1. Increasing population, 2. customs and traditions, 3. Poverty, 4. Govt. policies.

4 MARKS :-
13. Observe the following graph. India population: sex ratio, 1951-2011

A. a) What was the number of females per 1000 males in 1951?
It was  946

b) What was the sex ratio?
It was 940/1000

c) When was sex ratios low?
In 1991

d) When was the sex ratio high?
In 1951

14. Read the table given below and answer the following questions.

a) Sex ratio is count number of females per males in the population?
1000 male persons

b)  Which state had highest sex ratio in above table?
Kerala (1040)

c) What is the sex ratio of USA?
1050

d) Which is the low sex ratio in above table?
Haryana (879)

Area  H aryana  Punjab  AP Kera la  USA 
Sex ratio  87 9 895 993 1034  105 0 
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15. Observe the following graph and answer the following questions?

a) What do you understand above the graph?
Population increase

b) What was the population in 1901?
238.40 millions

c) From which year population continuously increasing?
1931

d) What was the population in 2011?
1210.19 millions

16.. Answer the following questions based on the above graph given below.
A. From which year did the population increase continuously?

Ans. From 1931 the population increased continuously.

B. What is the present population of India?

Ans. The present population of India is 121 crores.

C. In which decade the population growth less?

Ans. The population growth less in the decade 1921.

D. For how many years in the census being taken in India?

Ans. For 10 years in the census being taken in India.
17. Observe the graph and answer the following questions.
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1. Who intake more calories in India?
Ans: High income group people. (2521 cal. Per day)
2. Who intake less calories in India?
Ans: Marginalized communities. (1624 cal. Per day)
3. How much is the recommended food intake per day in rural areas in India?
Ans: 2400 calories.
4. How much is the recommended food intake per day in urban areas in India?
Ans: 2100 calories.
5. How much percentage of the rural people intake below recommended food per day?
Ans: 75%
6. How much percentage of the urban people intake below recommended food per day?
Ans: 50%
7. Why the rural people intake less calories food?
Ans: a. poverty of the people b. ignorance of the people c. not taking much care about their health

18. Comment on the graph:

Ans: 1. A less number of households maintain high level income whereas a high number of households
    maintain low level of  income.
2. There is unequal distribution of income level among all the households in India.
3. The income level of rich category is ?    Ans: Above 17 lakh per year.
4. Who are more in the society?    Ans: Deprived class (poor people)

19. Observe the following table and answer the questions that given below.
Contribution of organized and unorganized sectors:

a) What percentage of labour in the unorganized sector get employment?
Ans: 92 %
b) Which sector get decent job security?

Ans: Organized sector
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20. Observe the following graph and answer the questions that given below

a) How many times census was taken up after independence?
Ans: 7 times.
B)  What is sex ratio?
Ans: Sex ratio is the number of females per 1000 males in the population.
c) Give two reasons for low sex ratio.
Ans: 1. Traditionally our society is male dominated.

2. Women in particular face in equal opportunities for education and development.
d) In which year the sex ratio is better?
Ans: 1951

ACADAMIC STANDARD-5:

1. Study the following map and answer the questions given below.

(a) In which state, the south-west monsoons enter first ?
Ans: kerala.
(b) When do the south-west monsoons reach Gujarat ?
Ans: June 15.
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2) Observe the map of India and answer the following questions.

1) Which main latitude pass the middle of India?
a) 231/2 North latitude (tropic of cancer)

2) Which country is to west boundary of India?
a) Pakistan

Observe the map of India and answer the following questions
1) Which mountains divides India as North India and South India?

a) Vindhya, Satpura ranges
2) Which sea is East to India?

a) Bay of bengal.

1.The city which is passes Indian standard meridian(Alahabad)

1. The State where sunrise first( Arunachalpradesh)

2. The State where sunrise last(Gujarat)

3. The prime latitude which is passes through India ( Tropic of cancer-23 degrees 30 min.

North latitude)
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4. (latitude)

BOUNDARIES OF INDIA

5.  The Eastern boundary of India ( Bay of Bengal)

6. The Western boundary of India( Arabian sea)

7.  The northern boundary of India(Himalayas)

8. The southern boundary of India(Indian ocean)

9. The south most point of India main land ( Kanyakumari)

10. The south most point of India ( Indirapoint)

11. The north most point of India (  J&k)

12. The East most point of India ( Purvanchal range)

13. The West most point of India ( Ran-off-kuch)

14. The Eastern most state in India ( Arunachalpradesh)

15. The Western most state in India ( Gujarat)

 

10 

11 

12 

13 
15 

16 

17 

18 

 

19 

22 

21 

20 

23 

24 

25 

26 

28 29 

27 

30 
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16. The Northern most state in India ( Jammu & Kahmir)

17. The Southernmost state in India ( Tamilinadu)

18. National Capital Territorial ( New Delhi)

19. Chandigarh

20.  Pondicherry

21. Daiu Daman

22. Dadranagar Haweli

23. The Islands formed due to volcanic eruption ( Andaman Nicobar Islands)

24. Coral Islands ( Lakshadweep)

25. The nearest country of India in water ( Srilanka)

COAST OF INDIA

26. Konkan Coast( Maharasta,Goa)

27. Canara Coast( Karnataka)

28.  Malabar Coast ( Kerala)

29. Coramandal Coast ( Tamilinadu)

30. Sircar Coast ( Andhrapradesh)

31. Utkal Coast ( Odisha)

32. Vanga Coast ( West Bengal)

33. The lake in Odissa ( Chilka)

34. The fresh water Lake in Andhrapradesh( Kolleru)

35. The salt water Lake in Andhrapradesh( Pulicat)
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RELIEF FEATURES OF INDIA 

36. The Great desert in India ( Thar Desert )

37. The mountain range which is caused for Forming Thar Desert ( Aravali Range)

38. The mountain range on the North of Narmada ( Vindya)

39. The River flowing in Thar desert ( Luni River)

40. The River flows in Rift valley ( Narmada)

41.   The Northern Plains ( The Indo-Gangitic plains)

42. The Indian Plateau ( The Peninsular Plateau)

43. The North division of the Peninsular Plateau ( Malwa Plateau-Central high lands)

44. The South division of the Peninsular Plateau( Deccan Plateau)

 

41 42 

44 

45 

          46 

    48

50 

43 

50. The mountain range on

the south of Narmada ( Satpura)

 

    51

52 53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

60 

59 
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51. The Plateau Which is rich in minerals ( Chotangapur)

52. The Northern boundary of Deccan Plateau ( Satpura Range)

53. The Eastern boundary of Deccan Plateau ( Eastern Ghats)

54. The Western boundary of Deccan Plateau(Western Ghats- Sahayadri )

55. The Southern boundary of Deccan Plateau(Nilagiri Hills)

56. The mountain range which is joint Eastern and Western Ghats(Nilagiri Hills)

57. The Highest peak in Nilagiri Hills( Dodabetta)

58. The Highest peak in WesternGhats( Annaimudi)

59. The highest peak in Eastern Ghts(Aroya Konda)

61. The Highest peak in Himalayas ( Mt Everest)

62. The Highest peak in India ( K2)

63. The mountain range where K2 peak situated ( Karakoram Range)

64.  The Zaskar range

65. The Patkai Bum(Arunachalpradesh)

66. The Jaintia ( Meghalaya)

67. The Kasi hills(Meghalaya)

68. The Cardamom Hills(Kerala)

69. Palani hills ( Tamilinadu)

60.  The highest peak in South

India(Annaimudi)

 

61 

62 
63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

   70. Rajamahal hills
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71 

72 

73 
74 

75 

76 

77 

78 
79 

80 

81 

83 

82 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 
89 

90 

71. Bundelkand, Bhagelkhand high lands 80. Ooty(Udakamandalam)

72. Kanchenjunga 81.  Kodaikenal

73. Nanga Parbat 82. The place situated on the seas

74. Kulu valley ( kanyakumari-tamilinadu)

75. Kangra Valley 83. The strait separating Srilanka from India

76. Mussori  ( Palk strait)

77. Raniket 84. The gulf between Srilanka and India

78. Nainital ( Gulf of Manner)

79. Capital city of Himachalpradesh ( Simla) 85. Pakistan

86. Afghanistan 87. China ( Tibet)

88. Myanmar 89. Bangladesh

90. The nearest country to Lakshadweep ( Maldives)
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RIVERS OF INDIA

91. Indus River    99.  Kaveri

92. Sutlez 100. Penna

93. Luni 101. The second longest Peninsular River (Krishna river)

94. Sabrmati 102. Tungabhadra

95. Mahi river 103. The longest Peninsular River ( Godavari)

96. Narmada 104. Mahanadi

97. Sardhar sarovar dam 105. Ganges

98. Tapathi 106. Bhrahmaputra

STATES OF INDIA

 

91 

92 

93 

94 
95 96 

98 
97 

99 

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

 

115 

108
107

114 

110 

111 

112 

109

116 

117 

118 

120 

119 
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107. The state where Education revolution 108. Punjab

        Blowing ( Himachalpradesh)

109. Bihar 110. Andhrapradesh

111. Kerala 112. Maharasta

113. Uttarapradesh 114. Uttarakhand

115. Madyapradesh 116. Telangana

117. Manipur 118. West Bengal

119. Karnataka 120.Odissa

IMPORTANT PLACES OF INDIA

121. Leh

122. Jaipur

123. Capital city of Tamilinadu(Chennai)

124. The capital city of Andhrapradesh ( Amaravathi)

125. Viziawada

126. The highest populated city in India ( Mumbai)

127. The capital city of Karnataka ( Benglure)

128. The capital city of West Bengal ( Kolkat)

129.  The highest populated city in Andhrapradesh (Vishakapatnam)

130. Ahmadabad

131. The city where Indira    Gandhi International Airport Situated

( New Delhi)

132. The city where Rajiv Gandhi International Airport

 

121 

122 

123 

125 

124 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

135 

136 

134 
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MAPPING SKILLS – MAP READING

1. Read the following map and answer the below questions.

a) India lies in which hemisphere

According to Longitudes ?

Eastern hemisphere

b) India lies in which hemisphere

According to Latitudes ?

Northern hemisphere

2. Read the following India map and answer the below questions.

a)Write any two boundary countries of India?

Pakistan, China

b) The South most latitude of India?

8 degrees 4 min. North latitude

c) The East most longitude of India?

97 degrees 25 min. East latitude

d) The West  most longitude of India?

68 degrees 7 min. East longitude

e) Which is Indian Standard Meridian?

82 degrees 30 min. East longitude

3. Read the following India map and answer the below questions.

a) Which river flows through rift vally?

Narmada

b)Which plateau rich in minerals?

Chotanagapur

c) Eastern Boundary of Deccan plateau?

Eastern ghats

d)The western boundary of India?

Arabian sea
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4. Read the following India map and answer the below questions.

a) Name any two which were rocorded 10

degress c. ?

J&K,Himachalpradesh

b) Why 20 degrees Cen. circles formed near 25

degrees Cen. temperature areas?

Because those are mountain areas

5. Read the following India map and answer the below questions.

a) South-West monsoons enters first in which

state?

Kerala

b) When, South-West monsoon reaches

Rajasthan?

  July 15

6. Read the following India map and answer the below questions.

1.Which are the North tributiries of Ganges?

Gomati,Gandak,Kosi

2.Which are the South tributiries of Ganges?

Chambal,Tamsa,So
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7. The below map show the area of countries on the basis of population it would

look like this. How is it different from other world maps? Discuss.

1. This map shows only the  Areas with

population according  to their total population.

2. But world map shows total  Areas on the

Earth.

3. That means in some areas on

The Earth population increases.

8. Read the following India map and answer the below questions.

a) Find out if there is any relationship between relief

features of India and population density.

 Plain regions have high population  Density than

mountain and plateau    Regions

b) Identify major urban centers across the country. How

do you explain the high population density in the cities?

Mumbai, Kolkata, New Delhi
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DCEB KURNOOL
SOCIAL STUDIES –S.S.C.E.M. STUDY MATERIAL

PAPER 2

 Vijaya deepika  S.S.C  Material  ½  Marks One word Question&Answers

1.Who called the 20th century  was”the age of extremes”? - - Eric hobsbawm

2.the first world war broke out in ? -1914-18

3.the second world war broke out in? -1939-1942

4.the immediate cause for world war 1?  - murder of ferdinad of austria by  bosnian serb .

5.the immediate cause for world war 2 (1939 sept 1)? - Hitler attacked on poland

6.who setup league of nations in 1919? - Treaty of versaillies.

7.what countries are not members in league of nations? - USA,GERMANY, RUSSIA.

8.the great depression was occurred in?  - 1929

9.who was the leader of bolsheviks?- lenin

10.———the president of US announced “the new deal policy”? - roosevelt .

11.who”s project produced the famous germany highways,the peopls’s car volkswagen?

- hajalmar schacht

12.what is the name of japan parliament? -  diet

13.what was the name of german parliament? - rischstag

14.russia revolution (1917) resulted —————a  state ? - communist

15.who was the ruler in russia during world war1? - nicholas-2

16.genocide means?  - mass murder of innocent people.

17.name of russain parliament? - duma

18.the head quarters of league of nations?  - geneva

19.who was the key person in formation of league of nations? - woodrow wilson

20.bombs of hiroshima and nagasaki done by———?  - USA

21.USSR was formed in? - 1924

22.what were three ‘R”s with reference to the new deal policy? - relief, recovery, reform.

23.who was occupied Alsace, Lorraine? - france

24.appeasement policy was followed by? - socialists

25.the book written by adolf hitler was——— - mein kampf

26.——police forces of nazis were most feared and was called the secret police? -  gestapo
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26. russian rulers called as————— -  Tsar

27.holocaust means? -  mass killing of jews

28. ————is the founder of modern china? -  sun-yat-sen

29.who encouraged women to cultivate four virtues of “chastity, appearance, speech&work” in china..?

- chiang kai –shek

30.china communist party founded in—————? - 1921

31.——who was forced to set up its government in taiwan? - guomindang

32’’.the peoples republic of china’’ government established in———? - 1949

33.which was deadly bomb which caused intense damage to humans ——? - napalm

34.which sprayed bomb destroyed plants and trees and made he land barren for long time?

-agent orange

35.who was dominated in northern nigeria (the hausa fulani)? - muslims

36.when was nigeria beacame an independent? - 1963

37.the another name of guoming dang(TMT) Party? - national people’s party

38.long march (china) was held in————— -1934-1935

40. Ho-chi Minh belonged to—————country? - vietnam

41.sun-yet –sen three principles (san-min-chui) menas? - nationalism  democracy,socialism.

42.british followed the ————policy? - divide and rule

43.muslim league party was formed in————? - 1906

44.the separate electorals for muslims were implented from———? - 1909

45.the writer of ‘’sare jaha se achha’’..———? - mohammed iqbal

46.the name of pakistan was coined by a punjabi muslim student at cambridge,—————

- choudhary rehmath ali

47.by 1941—-——had begun expanding into south east asia ? - japan

48.who was the member of socialist congress ? - jaya prakash narayan

49.who was elected in the naval central strike  committe head? - M.S khan

50.when was muslim league announced as “ direct action day”? - 16th  august 1946

51.the princes were given pension funds called——? - privy –purse

52.in which year the government of india abolished  the privy pursse and titles? - 1971

53.the last viceroy of india was? -   lord mount batten

54.who was the prominent leader in muslim league? - M.A.Jinnah

55.who led  “tebhaga movement” in west bengal? -  Provincial kisan sabha

56.who given “do or die ‘’ slogan in quit india movement(1942)? - Mahathma  gandhi
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57.Azad hind fouz or INA was founded by——? - Nethaji  Subhash chandra bose.

58.———party was more willing to help indians attain freedom in england..? - labour party

59.After quit india movement in which districts independent governments were proclaimed?

- satara, medinipur

60.in hyderabad ————led a massive of movement of farmers of telengana region?

- communist party

61.In february 1947,who was replaced as viceroy by Mountbatten ? - wavell

62.’’the iron man of india’’ was the tittle of——? - sardar vallabhai patel

63.Nepal interim constitution was implemented in? - 2007

64.who was the president of constituent assembly? -  Babu Rajendra prasad.

65. who was the drafting committee chairman? -  Dr B.R. Ambedkar.

66.the draft constitution contains 315 articles and ———schedules - 8

67.who makes the laws on the concurrent list? - central &state

68.what is the majority in the both houses of parliament to amend the constitution? - 2/3 majority

69.what are the major changes in the constitution were the inclusion of two words into the preamble?

- secular, and socialistic

70.the word’’ untouchability’’ actually requires clarification in constitution debate_____  - S.C.Benarji

71.J&K divided as two UTs then,what article abolished in the indian constitution recently(August 2019)

     - 370

72.when is J&K came into force as UTs? - oct 31st 2019

73.the first president of independent india ———— - Babu Rajendra prasad

74.the first prime minister of india———— - Jawhar lal Nehru

75.how many women members in constituent assembly—— - 09

76.’Federation ‘means….. - Dual polity

77.monarchy was abolished in nepal in——————— -2007

78.the term ‘horrors of war’’ found in the preamble of———— -japan

79.the indian federation though a dual polity has no dual———at all.  - judiciary

80. the first general election was held in——— - 1952

81.switzerland women got the right to vote in——— - 1971

82.who demended the formation of a separate telugu speaking state died  after 58 days of fasting in oct

1952? -   potti sriramulu

83.how many states created in state re organisation act 1956? - 14 states&6 UTs

84.india&pakistan:1948,  india&china:1962,  india&pakistan: ? - 1965
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85.who led the anti hindi agitation ? - DMK

86.The offficial languages act was passed in——to foist hindi. - 1963

87.who led All jammu and kasmir muslim conference  in1947 - Muhammad Abdullah

88.who gave the slogan ‘’ Garibi hatavo” (congress won in the 1971) ? -  Indira Gandhi

89.due to a decission of ,which court indira gandhi was unseated from loksabha?

- Allahabad high court

90.in which year the indira gandhi government imposed National emergency? - 1975

91. first five year plan: agriculture, second five year plan: ? - industries

92.telangana state bill was passed in lok sabha on—— - 18th feb 2014

93.telangana state is came into existence as 29th state in indian union, on—— - june 2nd 2014

94. present states and UTs in indian union are———(j&k  formed  as two UTs in 2019)

- 28 states &9UTs

95.panchasheel  pact(1954)  countries  are——— - india – china

96.’’Mini constitution’’ is known as————— - 42nd amendment

97.nationalisation of banks and abolition of “ privy purses” was taken by————   - Indira gandhi

98.Delhi agreement found place in the article ,which provides special status to kashmir, of indian

constitution - 370(recently deleted in Aug 2019)

99.the first linguistic state was? - Andhra pradesh

100. political equality can be identified with————   - principle of ‘’one person one vote’’

101.N.T.R began the Telugu desam party on his 60th birthday  in————  - 1982

102.which schemes were implemented by NTR as chief minister?

- mid daymeal, rice at 2  rupees&prohibition

103  .——— the leader of militant sikhs demanded the formation of a  sikh state ‘’khalistan’’

-Bhindranwale

104. who said that of every rupee spent on the poor, barely 15 paise reaches them?

- Rajiv Gandhi

105.  ———intiated the’’telecom revolution’’in india.  -  Rajiv Gandhi

106.  In 1985 the supreme court passed a judgement on a case filled by—— -  Shah Bano

107.the first coalition government led by ———was formed. -  V.P Singh’s  janata dal

108.in june 1978, which state government launched “operation barga’’ to record the names of

sharecroppers? -  west bengal.

109.the 73rd constitutional amendment created institutions of local self government at which level?

- village(74th amendment  towns and city level)
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110.testing time for indian democracy?  - 1975to 1985

111.histroric election for indian democracy(congress party was defeated first time) - 1977

112.the longest served chief minister ? -  jyothi basu(west bengal)

113.identify wrong pair? SAD- Punjab, DMK-Tamil nadu ,TDP-Andhrapradesh ,JKNC-Jharkhand…

- JKNC  Jammu&Kashmir

114.——assassinated Rajiv gandhi -  LTTE

115.——Introduced liberalisation in 1992  - congress

116.NTR’s government was dismissed in—— - 1984

117.Farmers of Maharashtra were fought under the leadership of —— - Sharad joshi

118.farmers of UP,and Haryana agitated under  the leadership of —— - Mahendra singh tikait.

119.the first non congress Prime Minister was? -  Moararji Desai

120.which articles is denote  President’s rule? - 352 Article(central ), 356 (State level)

121.——— was the president of USA , during the world war 2 -  Harry Truman

122.UNO had 54 founder members.now how many members at present?  - 193

123.——led a revolution to build socialism in Latin America  - Fideral Castro

124.who formed  NATO(North atlantic treaty organisation- 1949)?  -  USA

125.—ESstablished alliances  CENTO(central treaty organisation)And  SEATO(south east asian treaty

organisation)? - USA

126.——put the first satellite SPUTNIK (the first human  Yuri gagarin in space ) -  USSR

127.NAM (Nehru was acknowledged as the chief spoke person) first summit  was held at?

- Belgrade in yugoslavia

128.jerusalem (palestine) holy city for muslims , christians, and jews,then where is it? - Israel

129.——movement had developed for uniting jews, and build a separate state of jews

- zoinist movement

130. ———nationalised  suez canal  with the support of USSR

-Abdel nasser

131.——slogans were’’ Arab  nationalism and socialism’’ -

saddam hussain

132.———reforms described as “glasnost and perestroika’’

-Gorbachev

133.which agreement was signed between Zulfikar ali bhutto and Indira gandhi

-the shimla agreement.
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134.——line is the border between india&CHINA   -  Mac , mohan

135.In America civil rights movement led by ? - Martin luther king

136.silent valley is famous for? -  laion tailed macaque

137.the anti arrack  movement started in 1992 from which village in AP?  - Dubagunta

138. meira paibi in meitei languge means?  - torch bearers

139.the supreme court judge —appointed to  look the AFSPA  - BP Jivan Reddy

140.——factory was responsible for Bhopal gas tragedy?  - Union carbide

141.Dow company sponsered olympics in—?  - london

142.Chernobyl nuclear plant was in——? - USSR

143.silent valley in kerala located in—ghats  - western

144.vietnamies used—warfare techniques - guerrilla

145.the legal service authority(amendment) act has done in? -  1994&2002

146.———is the legal services authority ex-officio chairmen  - the district judge

147.if the court is ——satisfied , then those cases will be reffered to lok adalat  - prima facia

148.A person collecting the information is below povertyline, the fee is…. -  exempted

149.who can make amendments in RTI? - Parliament

150.———Are accountable to SPIC and CPIC - Information officer

151.who is the first Appelate authority of your school  - head master

152.lok adalats are constituted in every state under the legal services act made in—— - 2002

153.state legal sevices authority is headed by? - the chief justice of high court

154.which information is not accessible?  A.) Health ,B) military C)roads D) All

- B(Military).

                                                                                                              A.ABDUL RAHIM.
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1 Marks questions and Answers.

1Q.What is industrial capitalism?

Ans. Industrial capitalism refers to an economic and social system in which trade; industry and capital

are privately controlled and operated for a profit.

2Q. What is aggressive nationalism?

Ans. The aggressiveness between two countries that will eventually begin a war between two countries.

3Q. What is militarism?

Ans. Militarism is the belief that military might is the best way to ensure security and war is good way to

solve problems.

4Q. What is imperialism?

Ans. The rivalry in colonial expansion was called imperialism.

5Q. What was the immediate cause for the world war1?

Ans. The immediate cause for World War I was the murder of Ferdinand of Austria by a Bosnian Serb on

28th June 1914.

6.What was the immediate provocation for world war II?

    A. the German tanks driving into Poland on September 1, 1939.

7Q. what does the term “great depression” signify?

Ans. 1.there was a worldwide economic decline triggered by a decline in demand and fall in prices. it

was called “great depression”.

2.The great depression began around the end of 1929 and lasted almost till 1939.

8Q.When was established the united nation organization?

Ans. 24th Oct, 1945.

9Q. What is Marshall plan?

Ans .USA came up with Marshall plan to fund their economic revival. USSR came up with a package for

the revival of East European countries.

10Q. What is Socialism?

Ans. The system of production, distribution and exchange are owned by the government.

11Q. What is collectivization?

Ans . Unified Agricultural lands.

12Q. Why USSR was able to escape the effect of the depression?

Ans. Because it was not integrated with the International market and a planned economy.
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13Q.Who announced “the new Deal?
Ans . Roosevelt, the president of US announced “the New Deal”.

14Q. what is Enabling Act?

Ans. On 24th march 1933, The famous Enabling act gave Hitler dictatorship in Germany.

15Q.What is welfare state?

Ans. A social system in which a Government is responsible for the economic and social welfare of its

Citizens.

16Q. Who advocated three principles in modern China?

Ans . Sun Yat-Sen program was called the three principles (San –min-chui). “Nationalism-Democracy” –

”socialism”.

17Q. What is Agent Orange?

Ans.  Agent Orange means which destroyed plants and trees and made the land barren for a long time.

18Q. write about “long march” In china?

Ans.1. Mao Zedong started long march (1934-35) about 6,000 grueling and difficult and miles to Shanxi.

        2. He united the peasants against Chiang Kai-shek.

19Q. What is pan Africanism?

Ans. Pan Africanism is an idea which promotes the unity of all African peoples irrespective of country or

tribe. one key person in this regard was Kwame Nkrumah.

20Q. What is napalm?

Ans. A deadly bomb which caused intense damage to humans is napalm.

21Q. What is 1935 act?

Ans.1.the Government of India act passed in 1935 by British parliament.

        2. According to the 1935 Act, election may be held in the provinces.

22Q.Who was the Prime Minister of Britain at the time of the second World War?

Ans. Winston Churchill (conservative party)

23Q. Define Privy-purse?

Ans. The princes were given pension funds called privy-purse to meet their personal expenses

24Q. Define the term ‘Separate electorate’?

Ans.  A self-governing territory of the British Commonwealth.

25Q. Define the term ‘Refugees’?

Ans. Persons who have forced to leave their country.

26Q.Which Muslim majority areas would be made part of a new sate of Pakistan?

Ans. Punjab, NWFP, Sind Baluchistan and East Bengal.
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27Q.How many principal forms of the Constitutions are there? what are they?
Ans. Two principal forms of the Constitutions are there. They are: Unitary, 2.federal.

28Q. Define federalism?

Ans. Federalism means the establishment of a dual system of government central and state.

29Q.How the head of the India is called?

Ans.1.the head of the India is called the president of the Union.

       2. The title of President of the Union taken from United State.

30 Q. what are the basic ideals of Indian Constitution as reflected in its preamble?

Ans.  Sovereign, Socialist, Secular, Democratic and Republic.

31Q. what is Concurrent List? Give examples?

Ans. Both the Central and the state Government can make laws on the Concurrent list.

        1. Laws of Marriage

        2. Divorce.

        3. Education and Inheritance.

32Q. Define drafting committee?

Ans. A preliminary constitution version of piece of writing committee.

33Q.How many days that drafting committee took to draft our constitution?

Ans. 2 year 11 month and 18 days.

34Q.Who sacrificed his life for the separate Telugu speaking state?

Ans. Potti Sriramulu demanding the formation of separate Telugu speaking state died after 58 days of

fasting in October 1952.

35Q. What reforms done by the Indira Gandhi?

Ans. 1. The nationalisation of bank.

         2. Abolishinhg of princely pensions

36Q. What is the emergency?

Ans.  1. A serious and dangerous political situation requiring immediate action.

          2. it was imposed in 1975 in India .

37Q.How many state and Union territories are there in India today?

Ans. In India 28 states and 9 union territories are there.

38Q.what is Universal adult Franchise?

Ans. The right to vote to adult citizens without any discrimination.

39Q.name the land Reforms introduced by Nehru?

Ans.1. Abolition of Zamindari system.
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       2.Tenancy reform.
       3.Land ceilings.

40 Q.What is Operation Blue star?

Ans. 1. When Bhindranwale occupied the golden temple, the army had to intervene to vacate the

premises-which was known as Operation Blue star.

         2.A fallout of all this was the assassination of Prime minister Indira Gandhi in 1984.

41Q. what is’’ Policy paralysis’’?

Ans. The coalition could not implement any policy which called for serious change for fear of withdrawal

of support by one or the other partner is known as ‘Policy paralysis’.

42Q. Write about 73rd and 74th amendment?

Ans. 1.the 73rd constitutional Amendment created institutions of local self government at the village level.

2. The 74th constitutional Amendment  did the same in towns and cities.

43Q. What is the meaning of Regional movements?

Ans. Movements organized by the people of a region.

44Q. What is Coalition government?

Ans. Government formed by a temporary alliance of the parties.

45Q. What are the popular welfare schemes for the poor implemented by NTR?

Ans. 1.Midday meal scheme in government school.

        2. sale of rice at Rs 2 per kg to the poor.

        3. Liquor prohibition.

46Q. Write about the Operation Barga in West Bengal?

Ans.  In June 1978, the West Bengal government launched Operation Barga to record the names of the

sharecroppers.

47Q.What is the multiparty system?

Ans. A system of government in which more than two political parties truly have a chance to get real

political power.

48Q. what were the most important processes after WW2?

           1.The Establishment of the United Nations

           2. Cold War.

           3. Decolonisation.

49Q.How many founder members had UNO?

Ans. UNO had 54 founder members: there are now 193.
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50 Q. Which countries have permanent membership in the security council?

 Ans. China, France, UK USSR and USA.

51Q. What is ‘Veto’ power?

Ans.1.any decision taken by Council can be Vetoed by any one.

        2. Vetoed means invalid or rejected.

53Q. What is third World?

Ans. Third World means the countries emerging from colonial domination. Ex. Vietnam, Korea, Angola,

and Afghanistan.

54. Exoand NATO?

Ans. North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO-1949) formed by US.

55.Who formed the Warsaw pact

Ans. Communist nations signed the Warsaw pact under USSR.

56Q.Who introduced the reforms like Glasnost and Perestroika?

Ans. 1.Mikhail Gorbachev tried transform the politics of USSR.

         2. Gorbachev reforms described as ‘Glasnost’ and ‘perestroika’.

57Q.What is Unipolar World or cold war?

Ans. With the collapse of USSR, only USA remained as super power in the world. This situation is

called as unipolar world.

58 Q.What is Panchasheel?

Ans. The five principles of peaceful Coexistence, known in India as the Panchasheel treaty.

59Q. Define the term ‘Fidayeens’?

Ans. One who sacrifices himself also called suicide squads.

60 Q. Name the first satellite and the first human in space?

Ans. USSR put the first satellite Sputnik and the first human yuri Gagarin in space.

61Q. What is non-alignment movement?

Ans. The policy followed by newly independent countries after second World War, without involving in

any of the military blocks following neutrality in international politics.

62.Q.What is ‘Civil disobedience’.

Ans. Violating discriminatory laws peacefully.

63Q. Who and where the anti arrack movement was started?

Ans. The anti arrack movement started in 1992 from Dubagunta by Rosamma in A.P.

64Q.what is Weaponisation?

Ans. To adapt for use as a weapon of war.
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65Q.What is neo-liberalism?

Ans. A modified from of liberalism tending to favour free-market capitalism

66Q. How much fees have to pay to apply for RTI?

Ans. 5 or 10 rupees.

67Q.What is information?

Ans. Records, documents, memos, emails, press, releases, orders, logbooks etc. are called

information.

68Q.What is transparency?

Ans. Openness in Administration.

69Q. Define Juvenile Home?

Ans. A home for young children who committed a crime.

70 Q. Define the term ‘appellate authority’?

Ans.  Apply to a higher court for a reversal of the decision of a lower court.

71Q.What is accountability?

Ans. Responsibility towards people.

72Q.What is lok Adalat?

Ans. Lok Adalat is a system of alternative dispute resolution developed in India.

73Q. what are civil cases?

Ans. Cases related to civil issues like property disputes, divorce cases .

Slogans  on concepts:

1.   Q.Prepare two slogans on” preventions of the wars”…..

     ‘’stop war-start peace’’

     ‘’war is destructive-peace is constructive’’

2.  Q. slogans on ‘’disarmament of weapons’’…..

       ‘’stop the violence-make a peace.

       ‘’war is destruction-peace is a factor of development’’

3. Q.Two slogans on ‘’environmental protection’’……

       ‘’protect environment-it protect your future’’

        ‘’plant the trees-save the earth.

4.  Q.write two slogans on ‘’anti arrack movement”

          ‘’arrack consumption is injurious to health”

           ‘’stop arrack –save family.
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S.S.C STUDY MATERIAL
 SOCIAL STUDIES (E.M)

SECTION – 2 (AS-1,AS-4,&AS-6)
2 MARKS /4 MARKS QUESTION AND ANSWERS

LESSON: THE WORLD BETWEEN WARS 1900-1950 PART -1.

1 Q.How did the idea of nation states and nationalism influence desire for war during world

wars?

 1.Nationalism in the 19th  century was  one of the causes of war conflict between the states.

2.Nationalism is being defined as having a sense of belonging to one’s country or nation.

3.Nationalism was one of the reasons why world war1 started.

4. Nationalism was strong in Italy undermussolini and Germany under Adolf hitler.

5.Thus, the idea of nation states and nationalism influenced desire for war during world wars.

2 Q.What are the aims of united nations organisation?

 A. 1. To establish peace in the world.

                         2.To promote human rights

                          3.To respect international laws.

                          4. To promote national progress.

3Q. ‘’ Love for one’s country leads wars’’ comment?

1. NO, a  true  love for one’s country creates patriotic feeling only.

2. .when his feeling goes to extreme levelsit creates a feeling aggressive nationalism.

3. Often people misjudge the feeling of patriotism with aggressive nationalism.

4. .everyone should love his country but should not hate other.

4Q.What were the political,and economical impacts of the world wars?

A.POLITICAL:

1. British domination decresed.

2. America and Russia emerged as super powers.

3. European domination on Russian countries ended.

4. India,Burma, Egypt,Ceylon,Malay got independence..

5. France,Portugal, and Holland lost their colonies.

Economical:

1. The world wars caused a great loss to mankind.

2. That lost could not be estimated exactly even by the experts.

3. One crore of people died in the world war -11

4. Worships ,airplanes and tanks were destroyed on a large scale.

5. The dropping of atom bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki brought a huge loss.
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5 Q. WHAT WERE THE IMPORTANT  CAUSES OF TWO WORLD WARS?

A.The main causes of two world wars:

      1.Agressive nationalism:

1.it is the proud feeling of their race and wanted to establish their supremacy over the world.

2.due to this the Germany and Italians developed pride in destructive mode.

3.agressive nationalism leads to formation of power blocks

       2.Imperialism:

1.An industrial capital developed and accumulated the European nations  and their financial

institutions looked for safe investment oppourtunities in colonies.

2. So,the European countries competed to establish the colonies in Asia and Africa.

             3.Differences among the imperial countries led to world wars.

      3.Secret alliances:

               1.The secret alliances also played  a vital role in the two world wars.

               2. Bismark made  secret alliance with Austria and Italy called’ Triple Alliance’.

                3.Russia ,France and Britain formed  the’ Triple Entente’.

               4.Both  these  alliance  were jealous and suspicious, of one another.

   4. Militarism:

             1. Each country built  massive standing armies and competed with each other  in increasing

                  armament.

            2. they built a mindset among the people to support wars.

           3.the military expenditure  of the six big powers increased by over 300%

6Q. Why the historian Eric Hobsbawm called the 20th  century as ‘the age of extremes’?

A. 1  .Politically , the world saw shoots of democratic aspirations grow  amidst the rise of fascist

domination.

2.   Literacy levels  and average life expectancy grew  immensely for all .

3  New forms   of art like movies emerged.

4  Scientific knowledge rose to new heights.

5 Women gain the right to vote.

6 The same period saw the ‘the great depression’ causing masssive  unemployment.

7  Enormous  human loss in the world wars.

8  Thus the historian Eric Hobsbawn called the 20th  century as ‘ the age of extremes’.
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  Chapter 14 :  THE WORLD BETWEEN WARS 1900-1950  PART -2.

1. When  did happen Russian revolutions according to Gregorian dates?

A. 1. Russia followed the julian calender  untill 1st  february 1918.

B. The gregorian dates are 13 days ahead of the julian dates.

C. So the february “ revolution took place on 12th march and the October revolution took place on 7th

November

2. How Hitler policies  and economical policies were  responsible  for second world war?

A. 1.Hitler attacked communism and capitalism

    2.Hitler steps included arbitary arrest of political opponents.

   3.all boys went through a preliminary training in Naz i ideology.

  4.Hitler pursued an aggressive  foreign policy

  5.Hitler sought to reverse the country’s economy crisis by waging war.

  6.Second world war was a logical outcome of Hitler’s ideology and economic policies.

3Q.Write about ‘’Holocaust”?

A. 1.Holocaust means ‘sacrifice by fire’ great or complete destruction.

   2. Holocaust was the Genocide of about six million European jews in the world war11

   3.The Holocaust has become the destruction of European jewry.

   4.The Holocaust began in 1933and endedin 1945.

   5.Anyone who resisted the Nazis was sent to forced labour or murdered .

   6. The Holocaust claimed the lives of approximately 6 million.

4 Q.Write about ‘Auschwitz’ camps?

A.1. The most effective concentrat ion camp established by Nazi in pursuit of the ‘final solution’

     2.Auschwitz  was the largest of the Nazi’s.

     3.It was the most  streamlined mass killing centre ever created.

    4.It was  at Auschwitz that 1.1 million people were murdered , mostly  jews .

    5.Auschwitz has  become  a symbol  of death.

5Q. What were the welfare programmes functioning in india today?

A. 1. Mid day meals programme.

     2.old age pensions

     3.subsidies on LPG,agricultural inputs  pesticides.

     4.housing schemes for rural  and urban areas

     5.Mahathma Gandhi national rural employment guarantee  scheme.

     6. Public distribution system.

      7. scholarships for poor students.
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6Q.  Why Hitler targeted  jews as the main enemies?

A.1.Even before Hitler  there  was  an internal  hatred between Germans and Jews

 2.Jews were treated  as  inferior race.

 3.Hitler hated Jews  for being  enemies  of the state.

 4. the reason was jews role in defeat  of Germany in world war 1

 5.Jews were all that stood between him and success.

 6.So long  as the jews survived , Hitler  could never triumph

 7. Hitler new that either his own ideologies or those  of the  jews would prevail.

7Q.   Compare different points of view about great depression , which one would you agree

with ? why?

A.1.Marxist economists argued that this kind of depression is an essential nature of capitalism and can

be got rid of only with the establishment of socialism.

  2.J.M. keynes argued  that the state has a crucial role to play in keeping the country going and if it

fails to intervene effectively it can lead to situations of depression.

 3.I strongly agree with J.M keynes argument.

 4.He explained the responsibility of government  in such times.

8Q.  What challenges were faced by Germany during  great  depression?

A.  1.The Germany economy was the worst hit by the depression.

B.  By the 1932 industrial production was reduced to 40% of the 1929 level.

C. Workers lost their jobs or were paid reduced wages.

D. The number of unemployed touched an unprecedented  6million.

E. On the streets of germany  you could see men with placards around  their necks saying ‘ willing to

do any work’.

F. The economic crisis created  deep anxieties  and fears in people.

9Q .Often  people  argues that a single powerful leader can resolve  the problems  of a

country ‘’ based on the  experiences  of nazi Germany how do you respond?

A. 1. A  single powerful leader can’t  resolve the problems of a country.

B. A single powerful leader may change as dictator like Hitler.

C. It may give all powers to him to sideline parliament and democracy.

10.Revolution bought many changes in the russian  society .what were they?what challenges

did they face?

A. 1. The russian revolution revolution broke out against Tsarist  rule in  Russia  in february 1917.

  2. Bolsheviks and soviets formed as new socialist government.
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3.They introduced  mass cultivation.

4.USSR to build  its industries at an unprecedented scale

5.All industries and banks were nationalised

6.An extended schooling system was developed

7.Public health care was provided.

Challenges faced:
1.Large farmers and estate owners opposed mass cultivation

2.They refused to give their land to government.

3. They were put in prision , deported and even executed.

4.Unemployment.

11.what were the results of the great depression?

1.The German economy was the worst hit by the depression.

2.By 1932 ,German production was reduced to 40% of the 1929.

3.By 1932,the number of unemployed touched 6million.

4.men on the streets of Germany hanged placards around their necks saying ‘ willing to do any work’.

5. USA itself was deeply affected by the depression in 1929 and could no longer help.
6. 25% Americans were unemployed and nearly 33% in many other countries in the great depression.

7.USA helped Germany to stabilize.
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CHAPTER -15

 NATIONAL LIBERATION MOVEMENT IN THE COLONIES
1 .The young chinese wanted to fight against old traditions and foreign powers.? Why?
1.The young chinese thought traditional  practices  and foreign powers were the causes for the damage
of development.
2. The young chinese wanted to practice  modern science , democracy and nationalism.
3.They advocated reforms such the use of simple language and script , abolishing the practice of  foot –
binding , the subordination of women ,equality in marriage.
4.Driving out the foreigners , who were controlling the country’s  resources.

2. write about ‘’May fourth movement’’ in china?

A  . 1  . On 4th may 1919, an angry demonstration  was held in Beijing to protest against  the decisions
of the Versailles peace  conference.
      2.Despite being an ally of the victorious  side  led  by Britain ,China did not get back the territories
seized  from it by Japan
      3.The protest became a movement called  the ‘’ May fourth Movement’’
     4. They  called  for driving out  the foreigners, who were  controlling  the country ‘s resources, to
remove inequalities and reduce  poverty.

3.what were the differences of the land reforms carried out in China with that of india?

A.

  S.NO    LAND   REFORMS IN CHINA                  LAND REFOMS IN INDIA

  01 Abolished of landlordism was implemented      Abloshed of zamindari, and Mahalwari

              system were implemented
  02 Reforms in china was implemented       Refoms in india was not implemented
              successfully               properly
  03          More fertile land was distributed           Waste land was distributed

4Q.Compare to the national movement in India  And Nigeria?

             INDIA            NIGERIA
1.Indians fought against the britsh rule.                     1.Nigerians also fought against the britsh rule
2.Indians national movement was organised             2.Nigerian National movement was organised in
  in peaceful methods.                                                  voilent methods.
3.In 1905 the british separated bengal ,                      3.In 1939 the British separated the youruba and
  thus we started  vandemataram movement              Igbo regions.
    against the british.
4. Indians fought under the leadership of Indian        4.Nigerians fought under NPC,NCNC  and AGW
    national congress party.                                            parties.
5.Mahathama gandhi ,And Nehru lead the Indian      5. Nnamdi Azikiwe and Herbert Macaulay lead the
  national  movement.                                               Nigerian National Movement.

5Q. Unlike ,vietnam or India , Nigeria did not  have to struggle  so hard for freedom. Canyou

find some explanations for this?

A  .1.Vietnam had paid great loss in the freedom struggle.
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      2. Vietnam also faced war with USA in the struggle.

      3.India also paid great loss in the freedom struggle.

       4.Indians fought against the British to get freedom.

      5. Nigerians people developed the idea of a commn Nigerian nation and began to fight the British  rule.

     6. In Nigeria the people of different  regions were fought together against the colonial powers

      7.Nigerian nationalism grew in popularity.

     8.considering the wave of nationalism, the british decided to hand over power .

      9.Thus, Nigeria simply got independence from british.

                                                                      CHAPTER -16
             NATIONAL  MOVEMENT IN INDIA –PARTITION AND INDEPENDENCE 1939-1947

1Q  Write about Tebhaga movement?

A       A.  ‘Te’ means three ,  ‘Bagha ‘ means  share. The movement demanding  three points in

        the harvest by bengal poor peasants.

A. Tebhaga movement was led by the provincial kisan sabha

B. Almost 3000 villages were part of the Tebhaga Movement.

C. Poor farmers were benifited and agriculture production was  increased

2Q. Indians  should not have felt grateful to the british government for the powers given by the

      act of 1935.. justify your answer.?

A. Yes, we should not have felt gateful to the british.

B. Because india is meant for indians , and we have right to freedom.

C. The british were forced by the indian freedom fighters.

D. That’s’ why the british passed the act of 1935.

3Q. What is direct action day?

A.  A. On the demand of pakistan the muslim league announced 16th august 1946 as ‘’direct

     action day’’.

     B. On the direction day riots  broke out in calcutta .

     C. Thousands of hindus were killed by the muslim league.

     D. After the riots the congress leaders were accepted to divide pakistan.

4Q. What were the demands of muslim league  that were not acceptable to the congress ? do

you agree with the reasons of the congress?

A. The demands of the league – not acceptable to the congress:

1. Representation  to muslim as per political importance

2. Separate electoral  constituencies .
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3. The muslim league demanded the establishment of pakistan

4.  Yes, I agree with the reasons of the congres

5Q. Write about INA(Indian national army ) ?

A.  INA means  Indian national army

B. In the beginning  INA soldiers were in the british army.

C. INA soldiers had been captured by the japanese when the british were defeated in Burma

     and Malaya

D.  INA was defeated by the british army.

6Q. Write briefly about  Quit India movement ?

A. In 1942 , Churchill send , sir strafford cripps to india to try a compromise with gandhiji and the

    congress

B.  But the talks broke down.

C. After the failure of the cripps mission , Gandhi  decided  to launch  a movement  against  the

    british  rule .

D.  This was the ‘’ quit india’’ movement , which began in august 1942.

E. Gandhi gave a slogan ‘’ do –or –die ‘’ in this movement.

F. Younger  activists organised  strikes all over the  country.

7Q. How did  partition affect the lives of  ordinary people?

A. The creation of  pakistan was a painful situation

B. Most of them became insecure and felt forced to leave.

C. Not all may have understood why this was happening.

D. They felt anger and hatred against  each other .

E. Around 1.5 crore people were displaced .

F. They killed , looted and burnt.

G. Nearly 5 lakh people were killed .

H. They became refugees , they lived in relief camps

I. They moved out on trains to find new homes.

8Q. What are the various reasons for the partition of india and pakistan?

A. India  contains large  percentage of hindus

B. By 1930 ,jinnah had begun to despair of the fate of muslims

C. To live under the rule of hindus , muslims thought they may get injustice.

D. The muslim league announced 16 august 1946 as  ‘’direct action day ‘’.
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E. On the ‘’ direction day ‘’ roits broke out in calcutta.

F. In march 1947, the congress agreed for dividing the punjab.

G. Mountbatten  announced that india would be freed and divided.

H. The transfer of power to pakistan would be done on 14th  and to India on the 15th of august

    1947.

9Q. Integration of various princely states in india was a challenging task . is it true? Explain…..

A.  At the time of indian independence , there  were around 550 princely states in indian territory.

B. They become independent  after the british rule in 1947

C. They were asked to decide if they wanted to join india , pakistan or remain independent .

D. In Hyderabad  And  travancore  peasants were revolting with arms  against the zamindars

E. Sardar  vallabhai patel was given charge of this matter of merging princely states into indian union.

F.  He began discussing with princes the necessity  to join India.

G.  All princely states agreed  to join indian union except  kashmir , hyderabad and junagadh.

H. With great efforts of patel , this challenging task was ‘ completed by merging these states.

10Q. What were the different ways in which religion was used in politics before partition?

A.  Usage of religion  in politics was the result of british policy ‘ divide and rule ‘

B. The muslim league was formed in 1906

C. The league demanded separate seats in all councils

D. They argued that muslims would find difficult to protect  their interests in government.

E. The league could create impression that the congress was basically  a hindu party.

F. Hindu maha sabha and RSS wished to unite all hindus.

G. Congress tried to contact the muslims and make them to  feel secure.
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CHAPTER -17

                                  THE MAKING OF INDEPENDENT INDIA ‘S CONSTITUTION

1Q.  Diffirentiate the features of the  ‘Parliamentary system of government’ and  ‘Presidential

      system  of government’?

            Parliamentary government               Presidential government

  A. The president is the head of the state A. The president is the chief head of the

    executive  but not of the executive.

   B. The president is the nominal executive. B. The president is the real executive.

 C. The president is generally bound by the advice of            C. The president is not bound by the

    the council of ministers. advice of the council of ministers .

  D. The president has no power to dismiss his D. The president can dismiss any

   ministers so long as they command  a majority in   minister at any time

  parliament.

  E. The election procedure of the head of  the state E. The president elected directly by the

  is indirect. people

2 Q.  Diffrentiate the principles of ‘’ Unitary’’ and  Federal  systems of governments ?

                   Unitary  government              Federal government
 Single system of government is called ‘’       Several states form a unity  but remain independent
 unitary government’’                                       in internal affairs its called as ‘’ federal system
                                                                        of government’’
   A. Single citizenship                                     A. Written constitution
   B. A  strong centre                                       B. Supremacy of the constitution
  C. Single constitution  for union and states      C. Division of powers
  D. Single unified judiciary                            D. Supremacy of the  judiciary
  E. Common  all india services                    E. Residuary  powers are vested with the centre.
  F. Flexible constitution.

3Q. Write the features of Indian judiciary system?

A.  Single integrated judiciary.

B. Unified judicial system

C. No separate judiciary for each state

D. Judges are appointed by the president of india

E. Uniformity in fundamental laws.
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4Q.  What are the sailent features of 73rd constitutional amendment? Or  Find out  what form of

       autonomy  is now been made available to villages after the  73rd amendment of the

      constitution?

73rd  constitutional amendment was passed in 1992. Through  the amendment local self governance was

introduced.

Sailent  features of 73rd  amendment.:

A.  Panchayats  are to be established  at the village level.

B. It empowers people to elect their representatives

C. Panchayath has been given power to formulate their own development plans.

D. Panchayats will have their own budget and taxation

E. Water management and watershed development  implement

F. Development of small scale industries

G. Khadi and cottage industries establishment.

H. Rural electrification

5 Q . Write a short note on basic principles of our constitution?

                                            (or)

         What are the sailent features of  Indian constitution?

1. PARLIAMENTARY SYSTEM: India is the biggest country which is follwing parliamentay democracy

    system in the world

2. FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT: Every indian has entitled to enjoy six fundamentals right

3. FUNDAMENTAL DUTIES: Every indian should follow the 10 fundamentals duties

4. SINGLE CITIZENSHIP: According to the indian Constitution we have single citizenship only

5. FEDERAL SYSTEM: Indian constitution divided powers between the centre  and the sates

6. JUDICIAL INDEPENDENCE : Indian judicial is independent it protects indian constitution .It has

   “Judicial review” also

7. DIRECTIVE PRINCIPLES: Indian constitution provides guidelines to the central and state

   Government

8. UNIVERSAL ADULT  FRANCHISE: Indian  constitution  provide right to vote to the citizens of

   inda,who attain 18 years of age.
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6. Can you point out the main difference between indian federalism and American federalism?

S.N INDIAN FEDERALISM AMERICAN FEDERALISM

 1 Indian constitution is flexible The constitution of US is very rigid

 2 Parliamentary form of Government Presidential form of Government

 3 Single citizenship Dual citizenships

 4 Single integrated judiciary A separate judiciary for each state

 5 The lower house is more powerful The upper house is more powerful.

 6 Uniformity in fundamental laws No uniformity in fundamental laws.

CHAPTER-18
INDEPENDENT INDIA (THE FIRST 30 YEARS -1947-77)

1 Q.What are the new states formed in india recently?

1.On 1st November 2000,Chattisgarh became 26th  state.

2. On 9th November 2000, Uttarakhand became 27th state.

3.On 15th November 2000,Jharkhand became 28th state.

4.On 2nd June 2014,Telangana  became the 29th state of India.

5. Recently, J&K State  reconstitute into two union territories, it lost state status and became  as UTs

on 31st  october 2019.

2 Q .How the language policy helps foster national unity and integrity?

1.The right of each state to have a language of its own.

2.Communications could be in regional languages with English translations

3.English would continue to be the communication language between the centre and the state .

4.The civil service exams would be conducted in English rather than Hindi alone

5.This common language police helped foster national unity and integrity .

3 Q.What were the institutional changes that came up after the Emergency ?

(OR)

 What are the aims of the 42nd  Constitutional  Amendment?

1. The major institutional changes of this period was the 42 and Constitutional Amendment

2. Excluding the courts from election disputes.

3. Strengthening the central and the state Governments.

4. Providing maximum protection from judicial challenges to social and economic transformation

    legislation.

5. Making the judiciary subservient to parliament .

6. Strengthening the central government vis-avis the state government.
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Q4.  Do you think unity of india would have been better served  if linguistic states were not

       formed?

    1. No, I don’t think unity of india  would have been better .

     2. They language unities  the people.

     3.  Linguistic policy was accepted by the central leaders also,

    4.  These liguistic status were also developed well.

Q5. Name the welfare schemes started by the government?

    A.  A. Distribution of rice at Rs 1 per kg to the white ration card holders

   B.   Pensions for old age people and widows .

  C.  Free text books , uniforms and mid day meal scheme in government schools.

  D.  Fees reimbursement to the poor for higher education  e.tc.

Q6.  ‘’One party dominance  is not preferable 07. One party dominance  is not preferable  to the

        Indian democracy”- do you agree or differ?. Comment..

      A.  One party dominance means a single party wins the seats continuously.

     B. In 1952 , 1957 and 1962 the congress won almost seats.

     C. The congress consistantly won over 70% of the seats .

     D. Congress obtained about 45% of the total votes cast .

     E.  It indicates one dominance .

     F. It would consider as dominance in elections and ideology.

     G.  If a party won majority seats ,that party ideology would attract by the people.

     H. If one party ideology was not favourable it would not win.

Q7. Emergency  period a set back to the Indian democracy. How?

      A.  General  elections were postponed

     B.  Many of the fundamental rights were suspended.

     C.  The press was censored .

     D. Most of political opponents were imprisoned .

     E.  Indira  Gandhi granted herself extra ordinary  powers .

     F. There were instances of arbitary detention, torture.

   G.  Thus ,the emergency period was a set  back to the Indian democracy.

Q8. Write about the first general election in india?

A.   First general elections  in india were held in 1952.

B. Overcome the problem of illiteracy , the election commission came up with symbols .

C. It alloted symbols from every day life to represent political parties and candidates .
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D. In Ajmeer  a rajput women arrived at the polls in a  heavily veiled  chariot , her whole body was draped

in velvet .

E.  In Assam a tribal villagers journeyed to the polling station the day before voting.

F. The people of a PEPSU village arranged a wrestiling match for the candidate whose  representative

won.

G. In 1952 elections the Indian national congress won almost.

H. The congress consistantly won over 70%  of the seats obtaining  about 45% ofn the total votes cast.

I. Jawahar lal Nehru became the first prime minister of India.

CHAPTER – 19
EMERGING  POLITICAL TRENDS 1977 TO 2000.

1Q.What is the importance of 1977 election?

A.   The 1977 election was a historic election for Indian democracy.

B.   The congress party was defeated for the first time in 1977.

C.   The Janta party was attepted to consolidate itself by dismissing nine congress governments in the

states.

2Q. What reforms were started  by Rajiv gandhi to the country? Or  What do you think were the

lasting contributions  of Rajiv gandhi to the country?

A. Tele communications  and technologies .

B. Introduced the panchayatraj institutions.

C.  Peace initiatives in punjab , assam and srilanka.

D. Introduction of liberalisation.

3Q.  What are the advantages of the coalition politics?

A.  a coalition politics could controls the dictatorship of ruling.

B. In this coalition minor parties act as ‘’king maker ‘’ in the decissions.

C. Democratic values could develop.

D. Even a small party can play a ‘’key role’’.

E. Number of parties had to be accommodated and a common  agenda.

4Q . What are the disadvantages of coalition politics ?

A.  A coalition government leads to more policy paralysis .

B. A corruption could develop among the parties.

C. It could effect the development of the nation.

D. Single party government leads dictatorship.

E. Its also caused  considerable instability.
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5Q. What is Babri masjid issue?

A.  The hindus had begun a campaign for building a temple for lord Rama in Ayodhya in the

      place of  Babri masjid .

B. The hindus claimed that  Ayodhya was the birth place of  lord Rama and it has been built by

     destroying the earlier temple existed there.

C. In 1986 the court allowed hindus to perform worship here.

D. In 1990 L.K Advani,the leader of B.J.P led a ‘’Rath yathra ‘’ to Ayodhya.

E. IN 1992 a large crowd in ayodhya  destroyed the mosque.

6Q.  What are the factors influenced  the use of armed forces in the North Eastern region?

A. The fact that it was a sensitive  border area adjacent to China, Burma( now Myanmar) and

     Bangladesh.

B. The rebel groups often were demanding seperation from India and procured arms and help from

     outside forces.

C. The fact that the rebel groups indulged  in Large scale ethinic voilence against minority

     communities.

7Q. How do different types  of regional  aspirations draw  from cultural , and economic

dimensions?

A. In A.P, N.T.R stand for the honor  and self respect.

B. They were not getting respect from national leadership.

C. In Asssam the Bengali officials did not treat  them as equals.

D. In Tamilnaidu DMK party  sought  greater autonomy for the  state

E. Punjab people claimed  greater recruitment in the army.

F. They demanded to give more  powers to the states.

8Q. What was the role of anti-sikh roits Of  Delhi in 1984 in fuelling  sikh seperatism and

       extremism?

A. Punjab claimed  a greater recruitment of sikhs in the army.

B. The Akalidal demanded more powers to the states.

C. Brindanwale demanded a sikh state  as khalistan.

D. Non sikhs were subjected to communal attacks.

E. Brindanwale  occupied the golden temple.

F. A fallout of all this was the  assassination of Indira gandhi.

G. Sikhs were engaged in terrorist activities.

H. Finally peace back to punjab by 1990.
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9 Q. In the early half of India  after  Independence  there was the importance  given to planned

   development . In the later part emphasis was given to liberalisation . In the later part

emphasis    was  given to liberalisation. Discuss and find out how does reflect a political

ideals?

A. Independent india gave  importance to the planned economy

B. This was to develop country strong.

C. At first they decided  to develop agriculture  and industries.

D. These made india a developing country.

E.  But after emergency  the inflation rate went high

F. To bring stability the later government started liberalization.

G. All these  policies  of the governments were the reflection of the political ideals.

CHAPTER -20
POST –WAR WORLD AND INDIA

1Q.  Write about  the cold war ?

A. The cold war means the absence of real fighting.

B. The cold war created tension and therotical differences between the US and  the USSR.

C. The cold war influenced  the world between 1945 and 1991.

2Q. ‘’NON – ALIGNED COUNTRIES WERE CALLED AS THIRD WORLD’’..WHY?

A.  In 1950’s the world was divided into two ideological camps.

B. One was headed  by US and  another by USSR.

C. Third world means the countries  emerging  from colonial domination . ex: India , korea , and

    Afghanistan .

D.  NAM countries decided not to join  these  two  blocks .

E. Non – aligned countries  created  a new (third) group.

F. Thus, NAM countries  were  called  as third world countries.

3Q. Write about  panchasheel . what are the principles of panchasheel ?

A.  India  formulated  the  panchasheel  with China in 1954 by Nehru.

1.  Respect for each other other sovereignty and territorial integrity .

2.  Non interference in the internal affairs of other countries.

3. Non aggression and settlement of disputes with mutual  understanding.

4.  Endeavour to achieve cooperation and mutual respect in international relationships.

5. Promoting peaceful co – existence.

4Q. What  were the reason for the conflict between Arabs  and Israelites?

A. Jerusalem is  a holy city for jews, christians and muslims.
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B. The jews  considered  Palestine as their ‘promised land’.

C. Zionist movement had developed for uniting jews.

D. After 1945, a separate  state of jews demand was supported by  the western powers.

E. However  this became a bone of contention.

5Q.  Do you agree to give refuge to the Dalai Lama in India.?

A. Yes, Dalai lama has strived to make  Tibet  an independent and democratic state from China.

B. They tortured  by china.

C. He and his followers are exiled to India.

D. They were monks , not terrorists.

E. Thus,it was  correct  for india  to give refuge to the Dalai lama and his Tibetan followers.

6Q. What steps should take  to build  lasting peace  between India and Pakistan?

A.  Relations between India and Pakistan have been complex.

B. Our goal  must not  be peace for our time ,but  peace for all time

C. Both the countries  should  develop  mutual  understanding.

D. Both the countries  should  respect  the border.

E.  We have to discuss  about ‘’the kashmir issue’’.

F.  We have to approach  UNO for peace  settlements.

G. We should spread ‘’war is psychotic ,’’ peace is patriotic’’

H. We work as team , because  peace is our dream.

7Q.  Write about NAM?

A. NAM means  Non Aligned Movement.

B. The main aim  was to maintain world peace.

C. Promote cooperation among the newly  independent  countries  of Asia and Latin America.

D.  NAM first summit was attended  by 25 member countries.

E. By 2012 , the membership of NAM was 120 with 17 observers.

F. The USA  regarded the NAM as being closer to USSR.

G. In the case of soviet  invasion  of Afghanistan , NAM was  seen  as a  partisan position.

H. Iran- Iraq  war lasting 7 years , NAM could do little about it.

8Q. Why west Asia became a centre of tensions in the world?

A. West  Asia  refers the region between Europe and Asia

B. The Palestine issue made  Arabs  and jews  fight  fiercely.

C. The issue was known as ‘’the west Asian crisis’’.

D. The west Asia  is rich  in petroleum reserves.
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E. The super powers planned  to get control over the west Asia.

F. So the super powers encouraged wars and terrorism.

G. Thus, west Asia  became  a center of tensions  in the world.

9 Q. ‘’Veto power given to the five countries is undemocratic  and should be abolished ‘’.do you

agree ? support your answer?

A. The permanent members of the security council  are: China  France , Unitedkingdom, USSR and USA.

B. Any decision taken by council can be vetoed .

C. It is certainly un  democratic.

D. They may misuse  their “veto power’’.

E. Often they involved in many of the conflicts.

F.  The veto power can be  utilised only as a negative vote.

G. Sometimes  they force  the UNO  to bend  to their dictates.

H. The UNO  has forced  great  powers  to exercise self  control.

CHAPTER -21

                                                           SOCIAL MOVEMENTS IN OUR TIMES

1 Q. Write about START?

A. START means  Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty.

B. It was signed on july 31st 1991.

C. It was largest arms control treaty .

D. START resulted in removal of 80% nuclear  weapons .

2 Q. What is Green peace Movement?

A. Green peace movement  started  against USA  for  conducting  nuclear  tests  under  water  near

Alaska.

B.  Greenpeace  voulnteers set out in a small ship called Green peace.

C. Today  Greenpeace  is spread over 40 countries.

D. Greenpeace  head quarters is in Amsterdam in Holland.

E. Greenpeace  has taken  up the impact  of climate change  across many countries.

3 Q. Write about Silent valley movement?

A. Silent valley  movement took place in 1973-85.

B. Silent valley  movement against the building  of  a dam  in western Ghats in Kerala.

C. Silent valley  is famous for  Lion tailed  Macaque .

D. Silent valley  was declared as a National park in 1985
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4Q.  Suggest solutions for Environmental issues?

A. Reduce illiteracy rate and aware the people on environment.

B.  Corruption and discriminatory policies should be avoid.

C. Every industry , nuclear plant should  establish  by the norms.

5Q.What are the basic  features of social movements?

A. They are based  on values of justice , democracy  and civil rights.

B. Protection of the culture sphere.

C. The prevention of a change in societies structure and values.

D. Protection of livelihood and health.

E. Equal treatment in the society

F. Protection from the consumption of alchohol and drugs.

G. Protection of environment.

H. Protection of  agricultural  lands.

6Q. Write about Meira paibi movement in Manipur?

A. AFSPA was  imposed  to maintain a law and order in manipur.

B. Meira paibi movement prevented alcohol absue in 1970s.

C. Meira paibi (in meitei language) means ‘ torch bearers’.

D.  Meira paibi  women took to petrolling the streets at night,

E. Its  favour of manipuri women against the army  special powers.

F. Manipuri state was declared  a ‘ disturbed area’.

7Q.  How Bhopal gas tragedy mobilise people from across the globe?

A. The Bhopal gas tragedy occurred on 3rd December,1984.

B. The cause was leakage of Methyl Isocyanides, which is harm full gass,

C. If there is any tragedy  occurred it will spread  by the media and social network.ex: facebook ,

youtube, twitter, and whatsapp .e.tc.

D. By the awareness of  people should come together.

E. Leaders can spread  and started  demonstrations and rallies.

F. In this way mobilise the people against the incident from across the world.
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CHAPTER -22
RIGHT TO INFORMATION : CITIZEN AND THE GOVERNMENTS.

1Q. What are uses of RTI?

A.  RTI makes transparent administration

B.  It prevents corruption and bossism.

C. It makes the system strong.

D. It leads strong democracy and rule of law.

2Q. What is the importance of the lok adalats? Write a few lines about lok adalats?

A. The lok adalats are constituted under the legal services authority act 1987 and amended in 1994 and

2002.

B. The lok adalats settle disputes in an amicable atmosphere by mutual consent in the presence of

legal experts , officials and non official dignitaries.

C.  People use the lok adalats  for expeditious and inexpensive justice.

D. Lok adalats settles  long pending court  cases in short time and without any expences.

3Q ‘’.Right to information is a powerful weapon in the hands of common man’’- write  your

opinion?  (or ) write about the Rght to Information act?

A. The to information (RTI) act was passed by parliament  on june 15 th 2005.

B. RTI came into force  on 13th  october 2005.

C. The act was passed as a result of peoples mobilization as well as in recognition  of the provisions in

the constitution.

D. The fees to apply for RTI is 5 or 10 rupees.

E.  The RTI act mandates  timely  response  to citizen requests.

F. The RTI act  gives the right to questioning  the government departments.

G. It improves transparency and reduces corrup
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 SECTION-3 ( AS2 & AS3)

SOCIAL STUDIES  E.M  PAPER 2 .

1Q.’’ Industrialisation was one of the reasons for the modern wars’’……….. do you agree ?

comment..?

A. Industrialisation  had many negative impacts on the world.

B. Industrialisation led to more war technologies ,like war tanks ,new guns  etc.

C. These new weapons could kill faster , more efficiently , and on a larger scale than even before.

D. Thus industrialisation  has created conditions for modern wars.

E. So I agree with the statement.

2Q. ‘’America  was justified in using chemical weapons like Napalam and agent orange  on

civilian populations and jungles “.. can you support It?...... justify your answer?

A. No . I don’t  think  America  was justified .

B. Using chemical weapons  like Napalam would harm to people.

C. Agent orange will harm people and environment  also.

D. It was a brutal thing . these are not justified at any cost.

3Q.’’The tribal languages were ignored at the time of creation of the states in 1956’’….can you

justify this statement?

A. Tribal people are scattered in many states.

B. They have so many languages .

C. It is not possible to form a new state, based on the tribal languages.

D. Thus , the tribal languages were ignored.

4Q. Do you think ‘ single party democracy ‘ would have been a better alternative to multi- party

democracy!!.... give your opinion?

A. No , I don’t’ think so.

B. Single party leaders behave like monarchs.

C. They might not be consider the peoples aspirations.

D. Multi – party democracy is the best alternative.

5Q.’’ An open policy  of the free movement of the people cause rich and powerful outsiders”..

do you agree?

A. This statement is not fully true or fully false.

B. In Assam the statement  proved as true.

C. But in the globalisation  it proved as false.

D. But it creates the employment opportunities.

E. This improves their standard of living.
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6Q. ‘’ Many  countries are blaming that India acting as abig brother  in south Asia’’—is it

correct?

A. In south Asia  china and India are big countries.

B. Bhutan, Maldives , Nepal , Bangladesh e.t.c, are small countries.

C. Smaller countries have low development in all aspects.

D. Small countries need support  from the big countries .

E. Thus , Bangladesh feels that India behaves like a  big brother .

7Q.  ‘’ Right to information act resembles  the true spirit of democracy ‘’…… how do you justify?

A. Yes , RTI act resembles the true spirit of democracy .

B. Democracy means to the people, for the people, and by the people.

C. This act is making citizens informed about  their government and officials making them involved

actively in the democracy.

D. By the RTI act  the government is accountable to the public.

E. The RTI ensures to prevent  corruption and improve transparency.

8Q. ‘’ Environmental pollution is one of the important problems of the World’’……….

     Q. Write any four causes and four consequences of the

Environmental pollution with special reference to Niger Delta in Nigeria.?

Ans: Oil resources were discovered in 1950s in Niger Delta. Most of them were owned by MNCs and they

shared a few part of

profits with military rulers. The reckless oil extraction by MNC has created havoc in coastal environment.

The causes of environment pollution:

1. the negligence in extraction of oil

2. the destruction of mangrove forests leads to disturbed the echo system.

3. Contaminated water by spilting of oil.

Consequences of environment pollution:

1. The splitting of oil caused degradation of mangrove and contaminate coastal environment.

2. Spills destroy crops and aqua culture, through contamination of the ground water and soils.

3. Drinking water also gets contaminated.

4. This cause long term effects like cancer etc.,

09 Q. ‘’ Do you agree with the view that equal participation of men and women and equal

opporrunity for them is necessary for freedom and development of the country’’?

Ans:  1. Yes, I agree with this view.

         2. Because the women contributes nearly half of the participation in all aspects.
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INFORMATION SKILL

1. Read the following Bar and answer the below questions.

1. This Bar graph shows which aspect?

The Armaments race

2. In which year highest money spent on Arms?

1914

3. How is the trend in spent money on Arms?

Decade by decade increased

4. This graph shows which period?

1880-1914

2.Read the following Time line chart and answer the below questions.

1. In which year German attacked on USSR?

1942

2. In which year UNO formed?

     1945

3. What was the incident took place in 1919?

       Treaty of Versailles

4. first world war ended  in which year?

      1918

3. Read the following Bar and answer the below questions.

1. In 16thcentury war related deaths ?

Record 1.6 millions

2. In 1900-1999, deaths per 1000 people ?

44.4

3. Why the war deaths century

   centuryIncreased ?

 Because, increase of science and

technologyin making arms

4.This graph shows which period ?

 1500-1999
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4. Read the following Time line chart and answer the below questions.

1. Weimar Republic established in whichCountry?

Germany

2. Write any two incidents which are Held in

1941?

I. Germanythe UUSR

ii. Mass murder of the Jews begins

3. Finally which group got victory in World War

II?

Allied powers

4. What is the immediate cause for World War II?

Germany invades Poland

5. Read the following Bar graph and answer the below questions.

1.  In which period high number of Amendments Held ?

1971-80, 1980-90

2. How many constitutional Amendments Held during 1961-70 ?

15

3. In which periodlow number of Amendments Held ?

1951-60

4. Which government  made highest Constitution

Amendments ?

Indira Gandhi government
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6. Read the following Time line chart and answer the below questions.

i. 11. The Bloody Sunday took place in

ii.  Which country?

iii. Russia

iv.

v. 2. When was of the Russian

vi. social Democratic

vii. Workers party formed?

viii.1898

ix.

x. 3. Comintern formed in Which

xi. Year?

xii. 1919

xiii.

xiv. 4. The civil war period?

xv. 1918-20

7. Read the following Pie graph and answer the below questions.
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a) This graph shows which aspect ?
A.Various political parties in 1952-1962
b) How many seats lose in 1962 by the Indian National congress than 1952 ?
A. 3 Seats.

8. Read the following Time line chart and answer the below questions.

(For Practice)

a) The period of United Front government?
A. 1996-1998

b) Which parties were part in National Front government?
A.JD, DMK,AGP,JKNC

c) TDP as supporting party, in which government?
A.National Democratic Alliance.

d) This Pie chart shows which aspect?
           A.Coalition Governments.
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SECTION-5 . AS -5(MAP READING AND MAP POINTING SKILLS)

CONTINENTS – OCEANS

1. Pacific ocean
2. Indian ocean
3. Atlantic ocean
4. Arctic ocean
5. Antarctic ocean
6. Asia
7. Black continent
         ( Africa)
8. North America
9. South America
10. Antarctica
11. Europe
12. Australia.
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VIJAYA DEEPIKA(SS E.M)  DCEB KURNOL. SECTION -4 MAPPING SKILLS  AS-5
IMPORTANT PLACES, COUNTRIES

13.   The city  where headquarter of UNO situated ( Newyark)
The city where headquarter of UNICEF situated(Newyark)

14. Capital city of USA ( Washington)
15. The city where headquarter of League of Nations situated( Genewa)
The city where headquarter of WTO situated(Genewa)
The city where headquarter of WHO situated(Genewa)
16. The city where headquarter of International court of justice situated( The Hegue)
17. Capital city of Russia ( Masco)
18. Capital city of Britain( London)
19. Capital city of India ( New Delhi)
20. St Petersburg
21. Beijing
22. The country where May 4th revolution occurred( China)
23. The country where October revolution occurred(Russia)
24. The leader of Triple entente(Britain)
25. The leader of Triple Alliance (Germany)

26. Capital city of Japan ( Tokyo)
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SEAS, STRAITS, GULFS, CANALS

27. The strait separating North America from Asia ( Bering )

28. The Canal joint Atlantic ocean with Pacific ocean ( Panama Canal)

29. The Canal joint Meditariansea with Red sea ( Suez Canal)

30. Meditarian sea

31. Red sea

32. Black sea

33. Caspian sea

34. North sea

35. White sea

36. Baltic sea

37. Adriatic sea

38. Zebralter strait

39. English channel

40. Bay of Hudson

41. Arabian sea

42. Bay of Bengal

43. Palk strait

44. Gulf of Manner
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NORTH AMERICA, SOUTH AMERICA – COUNTRIES

45. USA(America)

46. Canada

47. Mexico

48. Brazil

49. Chile

50. Peru

51. Argentina

52. Cuba

53. West indies

54. Venezuela

55. Colombia

56. Greenland

57. Australia

58. Newzi land

 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 
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EUROPE, AFRICA – COUNTRIES

59. The country which ruled Angola (Portugal)

60. Spain

61. France

62. Austria

63. The county which ruled Congo( Belgium)

64. Italy

65. Capital city of Italy

66. Poland

67. Turkey

68. Ireland

69. Egypt

70. Libya

71. Algeria

72. Morocco

73. Tunisia

74. Sudan

75. Ethiopia

76. Kenya
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AFRICA – COUNTRIES

77. Tanzania

78. South Africa

79. Zimbabwe

80. Zambia

81. Madagascar

82. Namibia

83. Angola

84. Nigeria

85. Congo

86. Sahara Desert

 

77 
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83 
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ASIA – COUNTRIES

87.India
88. Japan
89. Srilanka
90. Bangladesh
91.  Pakistan
92. Nepal
93. Separate state of

Jews ( Israel)
94. Palestine
95. Iran
96. Iraq
97. Vietnam
98. The country where Bandung

 conference held ( Indonesia)
99.  Malaysia
100. Singapore
101. South Korea
102.  North Korea
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88 
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MAPPING SKILLS – MAP READING

1. Read the following Europe map and answer the below questions.

a) Name any two countries which were in German empire during World War II?

   Norway, Italy

b) Which were in allied group during World War II?

Britain, Iceland

2. Read the following map and answer the below questions.

a) This map shows which country?

Vietnam

b) This country was the colony of which country?

French

c)This country located in which continent?

Asia
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3. Read the following map and answer the below questions.

a) Name any countries

which were not under

control of Japan?

India, Australia

b) Name any countries

which were under

control of Japan?

Korea, Taiwan

4. Read the following map and answer the below questions.

a) This map shows which
country?
Nigeria

b) Which Tribal people live in
South-West Nigeria?
Yoruba

c)  Which Tribal people live in
North Nigeria?
Housa– Fulani

5. Read the following map and answer the below questions.

a)  This map shows which

country loss its land

gradually?

Palestine

b)  Which is the separate state of

Jews people?

Israel
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6. Read the following map and answer the below questions.

a) This map shows

which aspect?

Sothern

peninsula before

state

reorganization

b) Before state

reorganization

which is not part

in Andhrapradesh?

Hyderabad

( Telangana)

7. Read the following map and answer the below questions.

a) Which country withdrawal

From NATO in 1968?

Albania

b) Which countries enter into

NATO in 1952?

Greece and Turkey
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8. Read the following map and answer the below questions.

a) This map shows which aspect?

Hydro Electric projects in Narmada river basin

b) Sardarsarovar dam located in which state?

Gujarat

PREVIOUS  QUESTION PAPERS – MAP POINTING  PAPER-2

March  2015 Group A: India , Nigeria , Vietnam, Japan, Germany.

Group B: China ,Egypt, Newyork, Israel,Poland.

June 2015 Group A: Germany, Italy , Newyork, Japan, Black Sea.

Group B: England, Nigeria, China, Washington, South Africa.

March2016 Group A: Turkey, France, Usa, Bangladesh, Mediterranean Sea.

Group B: Russia,Austria,Nepal,Moscow,Mexico.

June 2016 Group A: Germany,Atlantic,Ocean,Egypt,Venezuela,New York.

Group B: Italy, India, Redsea, Japan, Brazil.

March 2017 Group A: Usa, Russia, China, England, France.

Group B: Portugal,Nigeria,Chile,Japan,

June 2017 Group A: China,Germany,Capital Of Italy-Rome,Russia.

Group B: England, Vietnam, Head Quarters Of Uno, France.
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March 2018 Group A: Head Quarters Of International Court Of Justice,

Capital Of England,  Dutch  East Indies , The Country Having Danzig   Seaport.

Group B: Beijing, North Korea, Italy, Alaska.

June 2018 GroupA: The Capital City Of Italy- Rome, The Sea Between Africa And Europe-

Mediterranean Sea,  The  Country That Put The First Satellite In  Space-Russia, The City

Of UNESCO Head Quaters-Paris.

Group B: New York,Turkey,Angola,Black Sea,

March 2019 Group A: The Country In Which UNO Head Quarters Is Located-USA ,

 The Country,That Setup First Communist,Government-Russia,

The First Country That Faced Atomic Attack-Japan

The Mother Land Of Mussolini-Italy

Group B: Egypt,Indonesia,Britain,China,

March 2019 Group A: The Country Where Nazi Party Came Into Power-Germany

 The Country That Victimised,To Atomic Attack – Japan

Neil Armstrong’s Mother  Land –USA

The Country In Which Bhopal Gas Tragedy Occurred-India

Group B: South  Africa,Rome ,The Mediterranen Sea ,England.
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  ADDITIONAL MATERIAL

Note: GPA 10/10 Aspirants must read Text Book in addition to this Material

ABREVATIONS
NITI ayog - National Institution for Transforming India

UNO - United Nations Organisation

UNESCO - United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organisation

UNICEF- United Nations International Children Emergency Fund

WHO - World Health Organisation

ILO - International Labour Organisation

USSR - Union of Soviet Socialist Republic

USA - United States of America

IWSM - International Women Suffragist movement

WTO - World Trade Organisation

GLF - German Labour Front

GDR -  German Democratic Republic

FRG - Federal Republic of Germany

CCP - Chinese Communist Party

KMT - Kuo min Tong ( Guomindang )

NLF - National Liberation Front

NNDP - Nigerian National Democratic Party

NYM - Nigerian Youth Movement

NCNC - National Council of Nigeria and the Cameroons

RSS - Rashtriya SwayamSevak Sangh

POW - Prisoners of War

INA - Indian National Armay

NWFA - North West Frontier Provence

CA - Constituent Assembly

IAS - Indian Administrative Services

IPS - Indian Police Service

DPSP - Directive Principals of State policy

EC - Election Commission

SRC - State Reorganisation Commission

SRA - State Reorganisation Act

PC - Planning Commission

NAM - Non Aligne Movement
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DMK - Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam

BLD - BharathiyaLok Dal

SVD - SamyukthaVidhayaka Dal

CPI - Communist Party of India

AASU - All Assom Student Union

AGP - AssomGanaParishad

NDA - National Democratic Alliance

UPA - United Progressive Alliance

JKNC - Jammu & Kashmir National Conference

TMC - Trunamul Congress

LTTE - Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam

ICJ - International Court of Justice

CIA - Central Intelligence Agency

NATO - North Atlantic Treaty Organisation

SENTO - South East Asian Treaty Organisation

CENTO - Central Treaty Organisation

PLO - Palestinian Liberation Organisation

POK - Pakistan Occupied Kashmir

MIC - Military Industrial Complex

SALT - Strategic Arms Limitation Talks

START - Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty

CSE - Centre for Science and Environment

KSSP - Kerala ShastraParishad

AFSPA - Armed Forces Special Powers Act

NBA - Narmada BachaoAndolan

NALSA - National Legal Services Authority

SLSA - State Legal Services Authority

PWD - Public Works Department

PIO - Public Information Officer

RTI - Right to Information

SIO - State Public Information Officer

CIO - Central Public Information Officer

SPIC - State Public Information Commission

CPIC - Central Public Information Commission

LSAA - Legal Services Authority Act
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IMPORTANT YEARS

1870 - Franco Prussian War

1879 - Secret alliance between Germany and Austria

1882 - Triple Alliance (  Germany, Austria, Italy)

1904 - Secret Alliance Between Britain and France

1907 - Triple Entente ( Britain,France, Russia)

1914-18 -  First World War

1919 - Treaty of Versailles

1929 - Great Depression

1917 - Russian Revolution

1918 - Right to Vote for Women of Britain

1924 - Formation of USSR

1924 - Death of Lenin , Stalin came to Power

1928 - Implementation of Five year plan in Russia

1933 - Implementation Enabling Act in Germany

1944 - Germany attack on Russia

1911 - Formation of Republic  in China under San-Yet-Sen

1919 May 4th - Beijing protest

1920 - Establishment Yuva Annam Vietnam Party

1921 - Establishment of China Communist Party

1923 - Establishment of Nigerian National Democratic Party

1930 - Establishment of Vietnam Communist Party

1934-35 - Mao Zedong Long march

1937 - Japan attacked on China

1949 - Establishment of China Peoples Republic

1961-71 - Stage of Agent Orange

1963 Oct 1 - Independence to Nigeria

1999 - Democratic government formation in Nigeria

Lesson
13

Lesson
14

Lesson
15
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1906 - Establishment of Muslim League

1909 - Separate constituency for Muslims

1937 - Elections to 11 Provinces

1942 - Quit India movement

1942 - Establishment of Indian National Army

1946 - Establishment of Royal Navy under MS Khan

1946 - Cabinet Mission

1946 Aug 16 - Direct Action Day ( Muslim League )

1948 Jan 30 - Assassination of Gandhiji

1971 - Abolition Privy Purse

1949 Nov 26 - Adaption of Constitution of India

1950 Jan 26 - Constitution of India Working into force

1991 - Elections in Nepal

2007 - Abolition of Monarchy in Nepal

2015 Sep 29th - Announcement of Constitution in Nepal

1948 - Indo – Pak War

1952 - First general elections in India

1952 Dec 15 - Potti Sriramulu Died after fasting for Statehood

1953 - Establishment of State Reorganization Commission

1956 -  State Reorganization Act

1962 - Indo – China war

1963 - Official language Act

1964 May 27 - Jawaharlal Nehru Died

1965 - Indo – Pak War

1966 - Lal Bahudur sastri Died

1969 - Formation of Meghalaya state

1971 - Formation of Bangladesh

1973 - Arab- Israel war

1975 - Implementation of National Emergency

Lesson
16

Lesson
17

Lesson
18
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1977 - Ending of National Emergency

1977 - Formation of Janatha party government

1978 - Operation Barga in Bengal

1982 - Formation of Telugu Desam Party

1984 - Operation Blue Star

1984 - Assassination of Indhira Gandhi

1985 - Rajiv Gandhi accords with HS Longowal on Punjab

1985 - Rajiv Gandhi accords with AASU on Assom

1986 - Rajiv Gandhi accords with Mizo National Front

1987 - Rajiv Gandhi agreement  withSrilanka

1989 - Formation of Janatha Dal government

1989 - Implementation of mandal commission recommendations

1990 - Ram Janma bhoomi RathYatra

1991 - Assassination of Rajiv Gandhi

1992 - Demolition of Babri Masjid

1996 - Formation National Front government

1998 - Formation of NDA government

1948 - Formation of Israel

1948 - Independence to Srilanka

1949 - Formation of NATO

1955 - Bandung Conference

1960 - Independence to Congo

1969 - USA sending Neil Armstrong to the Moon

1975 - Independence to Angola

1991 - Destroy of USSR

1999 - Cargill war

2004 - Yasser Arafat died

1945 Aug - Nuclear Bomb on Hiroshima, Nagasaki

1971 - America Nuclear tests

1984 - Bhopal gas disaster

 1985 - Salient Valley declared as National Park

1991 - Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START)

1993 - Arrack was officially banned in AP

1995 - Total prohibition of Arrack

Lesson
19

Lesson
20

Lesson
21
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1987 - Legal Services Authority Act

2005 - Right to Information Act

1956 - Immoral traffic (Prevention) Act

1987 - Mental Health Act

17th Article - Abolishment of untouchability

19th Article - Six Liberties

21st Article - Right to life

21A Article - Right to Education

29th Article - Protection of minorities’ language, Culture

30th Article - Establishment of Minority Educational Institutions

40th Article - Establishment of GramaPanchaits

51A Article - Fundamental duties

326 Article - Right to Vote (Adult Franchise)

343 Article - Hindi as National language

350A - Teaching in Mother Language

356 - Prudential rule ( State Emergency )

Important

Part 3 - Fundamental Rights

Part 4 - Directive principals of State policy

Part 4A - Fundamental Duties

42nd (1976) - Fundamental duties added to Constitution

Secular, Socialist words added to constitution

44th (1978) -  Right to property deleted from Fundamental Rights

73rd(1992-93) - Establishment of local self-government in Rural

74th(1992-93) - Establishment of local self-government in Urban

Lesson
22

Important
Constitutional

Articles

Important
Constitutional

Articles

Important
Constitutional
Amendments
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ORGANISATIONS, PARTIES – FOUNDERS

Narmada BachavoAndolan - MedhaPatkar

Center for Science and Environment - Anil Agarwal

MeiraPaibi Movement - EromSharmila

Anti-Arrack movement - DubaguntaRossamma

Civil Rights movement - .Dr.MartinLuthar King

Salient Valley Movement - KSSP

(KeralaShastraSahityaParishath )

Jewish movement - Jewish People

Communist Policy - Russia

Capitalism - America

Non- Alignment Movement - Jawaharlal Nehru

Palestine Liberation Front - Yasser Arafat

Avami League - Sheikh Muja bur Rahman

MukthiBahani Movement - Sheikh Muja bur Rahman

Telugu Desam Party - Nandamuri TharakaRamarao

Indian National Congress - A.O Hume

TelanganaRastraSamithi - K.Chandrashekarrao

Siva Sena - BhalThakare

DravidaMunnetraKhajagam - C.N. Annadorai

All India Anna DravidaMunnetriKhajagam - M.G.Ramachandran

National Conference - Sheikh Abdulla

Assom Ghana Parishath - PrapullakumarMahantha

SiromaniAkali Dal - Sukhbir Singh Badal

BarathiyaLok Dal - Charan Singh

Maharastra Former Movement - Sardh Joshi

RastriaSvayamSevakSangh - Hedgevar

Central Navy movement - M.S.Khan

Muslim League - Aagha Khan

Thebhaga movement (West Bengal) - Rastria Kissan Sabha

Guo min Dangh - San-Yet-Sen

Vietnam Democratic Republic - Ho chi minh

Nigerian Youth Movement - Nnamdi Azikiwe

Nigeria Environment movement - Ken SaroWiwa

Nigerian National Democratic Party - Herbert Mecaulay

China Communist Party - Mao Zedong
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Pan Africanism - Kwame Nkrumah

Nazi Party - Adolf Hitler

New deal Policy - F.D. Roose velt

Gestapo - Adolf Hitler

Fascism -  Mussolini

League of Nations - Woodrow Wilson

United Nation Organization - F.D .Roose velt

Chipko Movement - Sundarlal Bahughuna

ORGANISATIONS – HEADQUARTERS
UNO - New York

World Bank - Washington

WHO - Geneva

Green peace - Amsterdam

NATO - Brussels

UNESCO - Paris

UNICEF - New York

WTO - Geneva

CENTO - Ankara

SEATO - Bangkok

SHAAR - Shriharikota

International court of Justice - The Hague

Election commission of India - New Delhi ( NirvachanaSadan )

National Legal Service Authority - New Delhi

BOOKS – AUTHORS

Salient Spring - Rachel Corson

Animal Farm - George Orwell

The General Theory of Employment - J.M.Keynes

Mein Camp - Adolf Hitler

Beyond Communism - M.N .Roy

The Indian Experience with Democratic - Margaret W. Fisher, Joan

V. Bondurant

“The History of Soviet Collective form” - Fader Belau

“Echoes  of a native land two centuries of Russia  Village” - Serge Schmemann
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QUOTATIONS - PERSONS

The age of Extremes - Eric Hobsbawm

‘’ I have a dream ‘’ - Martin Luther King

Glasnost, perastraika - Gorbachev

Garibhi Hatavo - Indhira Gandhi

Mascow appears much less clean than other European capitals - Rabindranath Tagore

State has a crucial role to play in keeping depression - JM Keynes

It is right of the most powerful race to conquer the world - Hitler

‘’The woman is the most stable element in the preservation of a folk….

She has the most unerring sense of everything that is important to

Not let a race disappear because it her children who would be affected by

All this suffering in the first place “ : Hitler

It is quite clear that you are today the one person in the world who can

Prevent a war which may reduce humanity to the savage state. : Mahatma Gandhi

Constitution is merely a copy of the 1935 Act     : Maulana HasratMohani

Untouchability in any form is abolished and imposition of any disability

Only on that account shall be affence. : Mr.PromathaRanjan Thakur

Untouchability means any act committed in exercise of discrimination

On grounds of religion, caste or lawful vocation of life.. : RohinikumarChaudhury

I oppose this statement on Untouchability… : Mr. KM Munshi

The nation is moving throwing away the shell of its past political

And possibly social structure and fashioning for itself a new garment

In its own making   :  Jawaharlal Nehru

Out of every rupee spent on the poor barely 15 paise reaches them! : Rajiv Gandhi

We have emerged from this war the most powerful nation in the world : Harry Truman

The struggle cannot be over unless the goals are attained : MedhaPatkar

We were born from the belly of the Narmada, we are not afraid to die in her lap

: Bhava Mahaliya
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LATEST WHO IS WHO

President of India - RamanadhKovind

Vice president of India - M.Venkayya Naidu

Prime Minister - NarendhraModi

LokSabha Speaker - Om Birla Kota

Rajyasabha Chairman - M. Venkayyanaidu

Chief Justice of India - S.A.Bobde

Chief election commissioner of India - Sunil Arora

RBI Governor - -Shaktikanta Das

NITI Ayog Chairman - Prime minister (NarendhraModi)

NITI Ayog Vice chairman - Rajiv Kumar

Army Chief - General BipinRavath

Air force Chief - RKS Badhuria

Navy Chief - Karambir Singh

UNO Secretary General - Antonia Ghetaras

Chief minister of AP - Y.S.Jagan Mohan Redy

Governor of AP - Biswabhusan Harichandan

Chief justice of AP High court - jitendra kumar Maheshwari

Assembly Speaker of AP - Tammineni sitaram

AP Council Chairman - shariff mohammed

Central Information Commissioner - sudhir bhargava

Central Human Resource Development Minister  - Ramesh pokhriyal

AP Human Resource Development Minister  - Aadimoolapu Suresh

Union Finance Minister - Nirmala sitharaman

AP State Finance Minister - Buggna rajendranath reddy.
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